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Background
The City of Charlottesville is undertaking a process, which began in 2020, to establish a deep commitment to equity
and inclusion. This undertaking, named Cville Plans Together, entails three separate but related efforts: a
comprehensive plan update, an affordable housing plan, and a zoning code rewrite. To advance this work, the City is
working with a team of consultants led by Rhodeside & Harwell, Inc. (RHI), with HR&A Advisors, Brick & Story, and
Code Studio.
Within this process, the Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan was a year-long effort conducted in four phases:
review of existing conditions, discussion of community goals and priorities, development of strategies and tools, and
the completion of a final plan. The resulting document, the present Affordable Housing Plan, contains immediate,
short-term, and longer-term recommendations to advance affordable housing. The Plan is ultimately a living
document to be used by City staff, housing policy advisors, and elected leadership to guide affordable housing
policies and investments over the coming years. In the near term, in winter and spring 2021, many of the
recommendations in this plan will be incorporated in revisions to the Comprehensive Plan and will inform the City’s
zoning code rewrite.
The recommendations in the Affordable Housing Plan will be incorporated into the Comprehensive Plan in
several ways:
• The vision for affordable housing, as shown in the Executive Summary of the Affordable Housing Plan, was used in
revising the vision statement for the Housing Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan;
• Recommendation statements, as shown in the Executive Summary and later in the document, will be incorporated
into the appropriate chapters of the Comprehensive Plan as goals and strategies;
• Timeframe and action steps for recommendations from the Affordable Housing Plan will be utilized in the
Implementation Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan and will be considered in the development of the updated
zoning process; and
• The Affordable Housing Plan will be included as a reference document for the Comprehensive Plan.
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary | Plan Overview
Like many cities around the country, Charlottesville is in an affordable housing crisis. Though the City has made significant and repeated investments in
developing and preserving affordable housing, Charlottesville still faces a sizable affordable housing gap. At the same time, historical patterns of segregation
persist throughout the City, and continue to contribute to racial disparities in income and opportunity.
The Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan builds on past work done by the City and its partners, including a 2018 Housing Needs Assessment, to identify a
framework to guide affordable housing policy and investments to increase the impacts of the City’s policies and programs, remove barriers to
access, and advance racial equity in housing in Charlottesville.

VISION

The City of Charlottesville will achieve a local

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Racial Equity

housing market that is healthy, high quality,

Regional Collaboration

affordable, and above all, equitable.

Comprehensive Approach
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Executive Summary | Major Initiatives
The City of Charlottesville has made affordable housing a top priority in recent years. It has dedicated a level of public funding and supported a portfolio of
housing tools typical of a much larger city. The Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan is intended to sustain Charlottesville's commitment to affordable
housing while increasing the impact of the City’s activities. Though there are many tools and recommendations included within this Plan, there are three
major initiatives that together would represent a significant commitment to supporting racial equity in affordable housing in Charlottesville.

Dedicate $10M Annually To
Affordable Housing

Build Inclusive Governance
at All Levels

Adopt Progressive and
Inclusionary Zoning Reforms

The Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan
recommends that the City make a total
commitment of $10M annually for affordable
housing programs for the next ten years. This
commitment sustains the City’s substantial recent
investments in affordable housing and will the
City to identify new funding sources. The
recommended $10M would include funding for
both (1) development and preservation of
affordable housing and (2) programs that serve
residents directly, including property tax relief
and emergency rental assistance. Setting a
consistent level of funding will allow the City and
nonprofit partners to plan and build capacity to
implement affordable housing measures. A
commitment of $10M annually would double the
City’s supply of permanently affordable housing,
while stabilizing an additional 2,000 owner and
renter households directly.

The Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan
makes several recommendations to bring
diverse voices from the community into the
decision-making structure of the City and
partners it funds. This includes both Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC)
housing
professionals
and
community
members, as well as people who benefit from
affordable housing assistance. To support this
move toward equitable governance, the City
should fund training and support the creation
of onboarding materials to ensure members of
public and nonprofit boards are equipped to
shape affordable housing policy and can be
supported as they participate in priority-setting
conversations.

Single-family zoning, which is prevalent in
Charlottesville, has historically been a tool to
create and reinforce racial segregation in
Charlottesville and nationwide and has
restricted the development of housing,
contributing to rising housing costs. The
Land Use chapter of the Charlottesville
Affordable
Housing
Plan
outlines
recommendations to address the legacy of
exclusionary zoning and constrained housing
supply in Charlottesville. The Comprehensive
Plan Update and Zoning Code Rewrite will
build on these recommendations.
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Executive Summary | Guiding Principles
The recommendations within the Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan are built with three guiding principles in mind: racial equity, regional
collaboration, and a focus on a comprehensive approach. These guiding principles inform the design and implementation of recommended strategies
and will enable the City to track the impacts of its affordable housing activities. Aligning the City’s affordable housing policies, programs, and investments with
these guiding principles will help the City to more effectively address the affordable housing needs of its residents and workers.

Racial
Equity

Housing policies and programs and decision-making processes must be intentionally
designed to overcome the City’s history of racial segregation and its ongoing inequities.

Regional
Collaboration

Charlottesville must collaborate with Albemarle County and other regional jurisdictions,
as well as UVA and other prominent regional institutions, to address housing affordability
challenges.

Comprehensive
Approach

Charlottesville needs to implement a combination of subsidy, land use, and tenants’ rights
policies to meaningfully impact housing affordability, provide a ladder of housing
opportunity, and offer a balance of affordable homeownership and rental housing.

For more detail on each guiding principle, see pages: 24 – 25 for Racial Equity; 26 – 27 for Regional Collaboration; and 28 for Comprehensive Approach.
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Executive Summary | Recommendations

TOOLS

IMPLEMENTATION NEEDS

Charlottesville has already identified and made progress toward implementing many potential housing tools. For that reason, the Affordable Housing Plan first
identifies the major changes to funding and governance the City will need to make in order to increase the impacts of its affordable housing programs. A
sustainable level of funding commitment, efficient use of funds, and a process for aligning affordable housing tools with community-defined priorities are
crucial to the success of the Affordable Housing Plan. Following the chapters on the implementation needs, the Affordable Housing Plan outlines
recommendations to guide the City’s use of affordable housing tools including land use, subsidy, and tenants’ rights.

Funding

Make a strong and recurring financial commitment to address housing needs in
Charlottesville.

Governance

Build governance structures that institutionalize an equitable and efficient
implementation of the Affordable Housing Plan.

Land Use

Revise regulations and development approval processes to increase the supply of
housing and slow the increase in housing cost, while protecting lower income and other
marginalized communities.

Tenants’ Rights

Change local policy and advocate at the state level to expand Charlottesville’s ability to
support tenants’ rights.

Subsidy

Focus and align subsidy programs with community-defined priorities and make
changes to increase impacts.

The affordability of housing is the result of both the cost of housing (rents, sale prices, and the cost of utilities and maintenance) and the income of
households. The Affordable Housing plan focuses on strategies to decrease the cost of rental housing and homeownership in Charlottesville. Tools that
address wages and income (e.g. minimum wage policies, workforce development programs, employer recruitment and broader economic development
policy) are also important to address housing affordability, but are not addressed within the scope of this plan, though may be addressed in the update to the
Comprehensive Plan.
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Executive Summary | Funding Recommendations
Charlottesville should make a strong and recurring financial commitment to address housing needs in
Charlottesville.
In particular, the City should implement the following recommended changes to its funding policies:
Scale

Dedicate $10M per year to fund affordable housing, to (1) increase the number of subsidized affordable homes by
1,100 homes (on top of an existing stock of 1,630 actively subsidized homes), (2) preserve 600 existing subsidized affordable
homes, and (3) stabilize 1,800 to 2,200 owner and renter households facing housing instability.

Consistency

Make a commitment to sustain this level of funding for ten years, identifying sustainable and reliable source(s) of
dedicated funding.
Target funding towards extremely low-income households to ensure that public funding is targeted to incomes with
the greatest need. Allocate 50% of funding to serve households with incomes up to 30% of Area Median Income (AMI), 30% of
funding for households earning up to 60% AMI, and 20% of funding for households earning up to 80% AMI.

Targeting

Transparency

E.g., for a three-person household:

30% AMI: $25,350

60% AMI: $50,760

80% AMI: $67,600

Attach funding awards to community representation, duration of affordability, and leverage of non-public funds.
Projects that receive public funding should be administered and governed by organizations that directly represent the
beneficiaries of housing assistance. Funding awards should also incentivize permanent affordability of both renter- and
owner-occupied housing. Finally, public dollars should incentivize maximum leverage of federal, state, and private funding.
Clearly identify overall housing expenditures within the City’s budget, and publish metrics on program funding,
capacity, and impacts to create accountability and measure progress towards housing goals.

The funding chapter provides additional detail on recommended policy changes, as well as the anticipated impacts of these changes.
See Appendix for full table of Area Median Incomes and affordable rents in Charlottesville.
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Executive Summary | Governance Recommendations
Charlottesville should build governance structures that institutionalize an equitable and efficient
implementation of the Affordable Housing Plan.
Setting clearer roles and increasing the presence of community voices and BIPOC representation for the City’s staff and governance bodies will be crucial to
the successful implementation of the Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan. In particular, the City should implement the following recommended changes
to its governance structures:
Housing Advisory Committee (HAC)

Reform the structure and function of the Housing Advisory Committee to build
trust and improve its impacts.

Charlottesville Affordable Housing Fund (CAHF) Committee

Appoint a committee with community representation to make recommendations
about the priorities and distribution of the CAHF.

City Staff Capacity

Realign priorities, increase capacity, and empower staff to be collaborative with
advocates and responsive to community needs.

Standardized Funding Process

Establish clear, transparent, and competitive processes to award grants and loans
for affordable housing.

The governance chapter provides additional detail on recommended policy changes, as well as the implementation needs and anticipated impacts of these
changes.
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Executive Summary | Land Use Recommendations
Charlottesville should revise its regulations and development approval processes to increase the supply of
housing and slow the increase in housing cost, while protecting lower income and other marginalized communities.
In particular, the City should implement the following recommended changes to its land use tools:
Multifamily By-Right

Change zoning and development processes to increase the production of multifamily housing and
expand feasible by-right development, and advocate for similar changes throughout the region, to
begin to reverse entrenched patterns of racial segregation.

“Soft Density” By-Right

Change the City’s zoning to allow soft density in single-family neighborhoods and advocate for
similar zoning changes throughout the region while limiting displacement of low-income communities.

Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)

Increase the flexibility to permit Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) development and provide public
funding to support affordability.

Inclusionary Zoning

Create a mandatory inclusionary zoning policy to increase the production of affordable homes as
part of new development.

Replicating these land use changes within the urban ring will be critical to the success of the City’s land use tools by expanding their impacts on the regional
housing market. The City should collaborate with Albemarle County to implement zoning and land use changes throughout the urban ring.
The land use chapter provides additional detail on recommended policy changes, as well as the implementation needs and anticipated impacts of these
changes, and examples of how other communities have used similar tools to support housing affordability.
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Executive Summary | Tenants’ Rights Recommendations
Charlottesville should change local policy and advocate at the state level to expand the City’s ability to support
tenants’ rights.
State law limits the actions that Charlottesville can take to advance tenants’ rights, but the City can provide enhanced protections for renters for programs
in which it provides funding, and advocate at the state level for legislative changes. In particular, the City should implement the following recommended
actions and policy changes:
Developments Receiving City Assistance

Require housing developments that receive City funding (directly as subsidy, or indirectly through
infrastructure improvements) to provide enhanced tenants’ rights.

Right to Counsel

Dedicate funding for the provision of legal services for tenants facing eviction and establish a
citywide right to counsel in eviction cases.

Just Cause Eviction

Advocate for enabling legislation to support just cause evictions and to make other changes to
the state’s eviction process.

Rent Control

Advocate for enabling legislation to enact rent control in Charlottesville.

The tenants’ rights chapter provides additional detail on recommended policy changes, as well as the implementation needs and anticipated impacts of
these changes, and examples of how other communities have used similar tools to support housing affordability.
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Executive Summary | Subsidy Recommendations
Charlottesville should focus and align subsidy programs with community-defined priorities and make
changes to increase impacts.
The subsidy tools on this and the following page are divided into three categories—those that (1) develop and preserve affordable rental homes, (2) provide
direct rental assistance to tenants, and (3) increase and preserve access to affordable homeownership.
Develop and preserve affordable rental homes.
Low-Income Housing Tax Credits Development
(LIHTC) Gap Loans

Support the development of new affordable rental housing by providing gap financing (low
interest loans and grants) to help fund development costs.

Public Housing Redevelopment

Set parameters for level and timing of funding that can be made available to Charlottesville
Redevelopment and Housing Authority (CRHA) to modernize all public housing.

Acquisition Fund

Dedicate funding to support the preservation of existing affordable housing in Charlottesville.

Land Bank

Establish a land bank that provides land equity to develop affordable housing.

Provide rental assistance to tenants. The City cannot easily or quickly address the issue of low incomes or pursue tenants’ rights tools. Direct rental
assistance will immediately help residents pay for housing and build housing stability.
Tenant-Based Vouchers

Continue the provision and use of tenant subsidies for rental housing in all parts of the city.

Emergency Rental Assistance

Establish a permanent eviction prevention fund to provide emergency rental assistance to
lower income households in crisis.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Executive Summary | Subsidy Recommendations
Increase and preserve access to affordable homeownership. These programs serve to build wealth for low-income families and are crucial to
support racial equity by mitigating the racial wealth gap.
Down Payment Assistance

Revise Charlottesville’s existing down payment assistance program to provide a
greater level of assistance and serve a larger number of households.

Employer-Assisted Down Payment Assistance

Encourage and work with major regional employers, like UVA, to develop employerfunded Down Payment Assistance programs as a benefit for employees.

Section 8 Voucher to Homeownership

Encourage the Charlottesville Redevelopment and Housing Authority (CRHA) to create
the option of and access to homeownership for Section 8 Voucher users.

Local Mortgage Pool with Individual Development Accounts

Help homebuyers overcome systemic barriers to accessing home mortgages.

Single-Family and Soft Density Infill Development

Partner with developers to build and renovate affordable single-family and “soft
density” housing in existing neighborhoods.

Owner-Occupied Rehabilitation Assistance

Support and preserve homeownership by providing assistance to income-qualified
owners to make necessary home repairs.

Property Tax Relief

Continue the provision of property tax relief to low- and moderate-income
homeowners.

The subsidy chapter provides additional detail on recommended policy changes, as well as the implementation needs and anticipated impacts of these
changes, and examples of how other communities have used similar tools to support housing affordability. The implementation and expansion of subsidy
programs will depend on the City’s ability to identify additional sources of funding on top of its existing general fund commitments.
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Executive Summary | Snapshot of Implementation
The following snapshot provides a summary of the recommended timeframe of implementation for the Governance, Funding, and Housing Tool
recommendations, beginning with the adoption of the Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan.
Overall, this timeline emphasizes immediate governance changes within 6 months, in tandem with the completion of the Cville Plans Together process
including anticipated changes to the City’s zoning code. Over the following year, the City would then undertake recommended changes to existing tools and
initiate the implementation of new tools, guided by its new governance structure and with steady, committed, competitively allocated funding. Over the
following several years, the City would continue to improve the impact of existing tools, fully implement new programs, and explore additional ways to
pursue regional collaboration.
Within 6 months
Governance

•
•
•

Reform structure of Housing Advisory Committee
(HAC) to broaden representation and focus mission
Establish a representative Charlottesville Affordable
Housing Fund (CAHF) Committee to oversee funding
allocations and priorities
Increase City staff capacity and identify development
liaison(s)

Funding

Within 18 months
•
•

•

•

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Within 3 to 5 years

Ramp up CAHF Committee capacity to establish
and implement clear, transparent and
competitive process of awarding grants
Adopt a conflict-of-interest policy for CAHF
Committee members

•

Explore ways for HAC, or similar entity, to
become a regional body that serves and
represents the City and County

Identify sustainable and reliable source(s) of
funding to sustain $10M annual commitment
over 10 years, including an evaluation of the
legality, potential scale, stability, and equity
impacts of different revenue sources
Target funding to high-priority subsidy tools

•
•

Target funding to additional subsidy tools
Build out mechanisms to collect, interpret, and
communicate data on housing spending and
the impacts thereof
Explore establishing a regional affordable
housing funding agreement to pool City and
County funding sources

•
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Executive Summary | Snapshot of Implementation
The City of Charlottesville should take the following actions to implement housing tools over the near and long term:
Within 6 months
Land Use

•

•

Through the Cville Plans Together process,
work with Charlottesville community to
understand the impacts of and identify
suitable areas for zoning changes, such as
for multifamily by-right, soft density byright, and inclusionary zoning
Develop and deploy education campaign on
zoning recommendations in preparation for
the zoning code rewrite.

Tenants’
Rights

Within 18 months
Adopt zoning code revisions as recommended by Cville Plans Together:
•
Enact zoning changes within Charlottesville and the urban ring,
aligning subdivision ordinances as needed
•
Revise the accessory dwelling unit ordinance to support
affordable ADUs
•
Adjust City development review and approvals processes to align
with recommendations

•
•
•

Subsidy

•
•
•

Continue provision of tenant-based
vouchers
Continue provision of property tax relief
Establish goals and funding commitments
for CRHA public housing redevelopment

Within 3 to 5 Years

Require guarantee of tenants’ rights for developments receiving
City assistance (directly as subsidy, or indirectly through
infrastructure improvements)
Design, fund, and implement a legal services program for residents
facing eviction
Advocate for enabling legislation at the state level to support just
cause eviction and rent control

Per CAHF Committee recommendations, formalize, allocate funding to,
and competitively select nonprofit partners for existing programs:
•
Formalize funding process for LIHTC development gap loans
•
Formalize program for emergency rental assistance, in
continuation of COVID-19 efforts
•
Increase impact of existing homeownership programs, including
down payment assistance, single-family infill development,
owner-occupied rehab
Begin conversations with partners to create additional homeownership
programs, including employer-assisted down payment assistance
and a CRHA-led Section 8 Voucher-to-Homeownership program

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

•

Continue to strengthen tenants’ rights
policies as is legally feasible, including
through ongoing advocacy at the state
level

Implement new tools:
•
Establish land bank
•
Form local mortgage pool with
individual development accounts
•
Create an acquisition fund to preserve
market-rate housing and subsidized
housing with expiring affordability
Work with local employers and CRHA to fully
establish employer-assisted down payment
assistance programs and a Section 8
Voucher-to-Homeownership program,
respectively
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Executive Summary | Snapshot of Impact
What could be achieved with $100M in investments over 10 years?
With $10M in average annual spending over ten years, Charlottesville could grow its existing stock of subsidized homes by nearly 70 percent,
preserve nearly 40 percent of existing subsidized housing at risk of becoming unaffordable or obsolete, and provide direct assistance
annually to up to 2,000 households facing housing instability.
The resulting level of production shown is only possible if funds are used efficiently and leverage private investment as well as state and federal resources—
and, to this end, it will be essential to thoroughly underwrite all funding awards. Combining the subsidy tools represented here with land use reform and
tenants’ rights tools will potentially decrease costs and expand program benefits, further increasing the impact of public dollars. Of the other tools,
inclusionary zoning would directly contribute to the production of additional homes, which are not included in the estimate below.
Estimated impact of $100M in
spending over 10 years
These impact figures assume the following
costs:

Change in Subsidized Homes

Households Stabilized Annually

Through programs such as LIHTC gap financing,
public housing redevelopment, single-family infill

Through programs such as property tax relief,
emergency rental assistance

• For newly subsidized homes, between
$35K to $50K per home for new
construction, up to $50K for down
payment assistance, and approximately
$25K for owner-occupied repairs
• For preserved homes, up to $20K through
an acquisition fund, and between $45 to
$50K per public housing home
• For stabilized households, annual costs of
up to $1,500 for property tax relief, $5K
for emergency relief, and $9K for vouchers
These numbers represent one potential
distribution of funding—the actual impact will
depend on City Council’s final funding
allocations, informed by recommendations
by the CAHF Committee.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

1,100

Newly
subsidized
homes

600

Preserved
homes

+

1,600 –
2,000

Households

1,630
1,000
Current

Existing
homes

With $100M
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Introduction

Plan Purpose and Context
Like many cities around the country, Charlottesville is in the midst of an affordable
housing crisis. A growing population and constrained housing supply, increasing
income and wealth disparities, and racial inequality have led to worsening housing
challenges. A diminishing portion of households can access homeownership, and rents
are rising far faster than incomes for many households. Historical patterns of
segregation persist throughout the City, contributing to persistent racial disparities in
income and opportunity.
As outlined by the Housing Advisory Committee, the Planning Commission of the City of
Charlottesville, and other local groups, Charlottesville’s institutions and City government
have failed to be accountable to low-wealth communities, particularly communities of
color. Centering racial equity within the City’s affordable housing strategy requires a new
approach not only to investment in housing but also into the power structures that
govern and oversee that investment.
The Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan builds on past work done by the City and its
partners, including a 2018 Housing Needs Assessment, to identify a framework to
guide affordable housing policy and investments to increase the impacts of the
City’s policies and programs, remove barriers to access, and advance racial
equity in housing in Charlottesville.

Charlottesville Housing Needs Assessment
The City conducted an affordable housing needs assessment
in 2018 to evaluate the housing market, quantify the need for
affordable housing in Charlottesville, and to identify key
barriers to housing. Key findings of this assessment include:
• Charlottesville has a need for more housing at all price
points, and limited opportunities for new large-scale
housing development
• Market pressures have resulted in increased rents and
home prices, as well as displacement of low-income
households
• The City has a particular gap of homes affordable to
households earning 30% AMI or less
• The City’s land use policies are a factor in the constrained
supply of housing

The City of Charlottesville will achieve a local housing
market that is healthy, high quality, affordable, and
above all, equitable.
Sources: The City of Charlottesville, Charlottesville Low-Income Housing Coalition, Charlottesville Housing Needs Assessment
(available at https://charlottesville.org/DocumentCenter/View/1522/Housing-Needs-Assessment-PDF)
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Guiding Principles
The recommendations within the Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan are built with three guiding principles in mind: racial equity, regional
collaboration, and a focus on a comprehensive approach. These guiding principles inform the design and implementation of recommended strategies
and will enable the City to track the impacts of its affordable housing activities. Aligning the City’s affordable housing policies, programs, and investments with
these guiding principles will help the City to more effectively address the affordable housing needs of its residents and workers.

Racial
Equity

Housing policies and programs in Charlottesville must be intentionally designed to
overcome the City’s history of racial segregation and its ongoing inequities.

Regional
Collaboration

Charlottesville must collaborate with Albemarle County and other regional jurisdictions,
as well as UVA and other prominent regional institutions, to address housing affordability
challenges.

Comprehensive
Approach

Charlottesville needs to implement a combination of subsidy, land use, and tenants’ rights
policies to meaningfully impact housing affordability and provide a ladder of housing
opportunity.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Guiding Principles | Racial Equity
“Housing Affordability” incorporates many distinct but related issues,
and racial equity is at the heart of each of them.
Racial disparities impact all aspects of housing. A history of segregationist and
exclusionary housing policies at both the local and national levels have
contributed to Charlottesville's current challenges including persistent
segregation of many neighborhoods and racial disparities in homeownership
and other housing factors. Practices including redlining and exclusionary
zoning have historically been used as a tool for racial discrimination, including
City ordinances that explicitly prevented Black, Indigenous, and People of Color
(BIPOC) from living in white neighborhoods. Federal and local policies also
limited access to mortgages and homeownership for BIPOC households and
have kept property values depressed in BIPOC communities.
Today, discriminatory practices persist in many areas of housing and real
estate, while racial disparities in homeownership continue to make it
difficult for BIPOC families to build wealth. At the same time, recent nationwide
patterns have shown that renewed investment in urban neighborhoods
with large BIPOC populations can lead to gentrification and
displacement due to rising rents or property values. Efforts to provide quality
housing in Charlottesville’s neighborhoods should mitigate unintended
consequences such as displacement.

“

1 in 4 of Charlottesville’s Black homeowners have moved out
of the city or lost their home between 2000 and 2018
Low-income African American and Hispanic households
bear a disproportionate share of the burden of the lack of
affordable housing
In the last 7 years, Charlottesville has seen a decrease in the
share of Black people residing in the city
The displacement of low-income people results in a decline
in diversity, loss of community, and perpetuation of a
system of white supremacy that has characterized
Charlottesville’s history

- Charlottesville Low Income Housing Coalition
Source: “The Impact of Racism on Affordable Housing in Charlottesville”, Charlottesville Low Income Housing Coalition (CLIHC)
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Guiding Principles | Racial Equity
To fully support racial equity and reverse the impacts of discrimination and segregation, racial equity has to be considered as a part of the design of
each recommendation, not as an afterthought or a separate plan. The City can meet this challenge by creating programs that directly address
disparities and mitigate barriers to accessing quality affordable housing, and by establishing governance structures and processes that actively
include Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) households, particularly households impacted by disparities, in the decision-making process.

Critical Strategies to Advance Racial Equity
•

Homeownership | Homeownership is a critical asset building opportunity for most households, and persistent disparities in homeownership rates by
race illustrate the extent to which BIPOC households continue to face barriers in homeownership. Charlottesville should reduce the racial wealth
gap through homeownership programs including down payment assistance (pages 135 – 139), Section 8 voucher to homeownership programs
(page 140 – 141), new approaches to mortgage financing (page 142 – 144), and single-family and soft density infill development (page 145 –
146). In addition, to stem the decline in Black homeownership, the City should fund programs that reduce costs for existing homeowners such as
owner-occupied rehabilitation assistance (pages 147 – 148) and property tax relief (pages 149 – 150).

•

Governance | To reflect the needs and priorities of its community, the City’s governance structures need a diversity of perspectives, not just
from housing professionals but inclusive of community voices and beneficiaries of housing programs. Charlottesville can take concrete steps to
bring diverse voices into its decision-making processes, and to build inclusivity throughout its affordable housing infrastructure, including the Housing
Advisory Committee (pages 64 – 65), Charlottesville Affordable Housing Fund (CAHF) Committee (pages 66 – 68), City Staff (pages 70 – 71), and
nonprofits that receive city funding through a standardized and competitive process (pages 73 – 75). This includes both BIPOC housing
professionals and community members, as well as people who benefit from affordable housing assistance.

•

Metrics | Key to the successful implementation of the plan will be ensuring that affordable housing programs are designed and implemented
to be accessible and utilized by all residents including BIPOC. To ensure that programs operated by the City and its partners support racial equity, City
Staff (pages 70 – 71) should track metrics related to program participants, residents, and impacts, and disaggregate impact data by race. The City’s
competitive funding process (pages 73 – 75) should set targets for inclusive participation and access and prioritize funding for partners that
have demonstrated successes in promoting racial equity and inclusiveness.

The Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan outlines recommendations to advance each of these critical strategies and to ensure that other
recommendations are implemented in ways that reduce racial disparities, promote equity, and mitigate negative impacts to BIPOC in Charlottesville.
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Guiding Principles | Regional Collaboration
Housing markets and issues are regional in nature, and their solutions must be regional as well. In 2017, 81% of Charlottesville’s workers commuted to the city
from other counties in the region, and 62% of Charlottesville residents worked outside the city. While the City has limited influence outside its borders, it
needs regional solutions to address housing affordability challenges. The City has existing regional partnerships, including the Central Virginia Regional
Housing Partnership. The City can also collaborate with the University of Virginia, surrounding jurisdictions, and Virginia Housing to further implement regional
solutions. These partnerships will be critical to identify opportunities and pursue regionally-aligned efforts, particularly within the urban ring.
The urban ring should be a particular focus for regional collaboration and the joint implementation of land use
changes, housing development, and housing affordability programs. It is a large area surrounding Charlottesville
that includes transit corridors connecting to employment centers in Charlottesville, and has a much greater
potential to support new housing development than the City. The urban ring is well positioned to help meet the
affordable housing needs of the area’s low- and moderate-income households.

Charlottesville and the Urban Ring

City of Charlottesville
Urban Ring

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Guiding Principles | Regional Collaboration
To maximize the impacts of Charlottesville’s activities in supporting housing affordability, the City needs to seek commitments and develop deeper
partnerships to replicate changes throughout the city and the urban ring.
Collaboration with Albemarle County | The County and City are each
others’ most important partners for improving housing affordability. Each
controls land use and public funding policies that are far more effective
when used in coordination. Implementing recommendations jointly is
central to regional collaboration.
•

•

•

Establishing an affordable housing funding agreement (page
52) for the urban ring. Both the City and the County must invest
local public funds to improve housing affordability. Given the shared
authority and tax relationship between the City and County,
investments within the urban ring should be shared. The County and
City should establish an agreement to coordinate affordable housing
investments to maximize impacts in the urban ring.
Aligning changes to multifamily (page 80 – 81) and single-family
zoning (page 94 – 96) within the urban ring. The urban ring is an
important part of Charlottesville’s housing market and has significant
opportunity to support new housing development. A misalignment of
zoning could harm affordability, while aligning zoning within the
urban ring would enhance the impacts of recommended zoning
changes by further expanding opportunities for housing
development and creating a comparable development environment.
Including regional representatives in the City’s governance,
particularly as voting members of the Housing Advisory Committee
(HAC) (page 64), will recognize the County as a critical partner and
help to ensure that regional partners continue to be engaged and
aligned on affordable housing needs and opportunities for
collaboration.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Collaboration with the University of Virginia (UVA) | UVA is the City’s
largest employer and the anchor institution of Charlottesville. It has the largest
obligation to address housing affordability after the City itself. Recognizing that
obligation, the University recently made the important commitment to develop
1,000 to 1,500 affordable homes over the next decade. As the University moves
forward to meet this commitment, it should do so in a manner that is consistent
with this Plan’s principles and recommendations.
•

Racial Equity and Governance. UVA can acknowledge historic and
present racial discrimination in housing and seek to address it in the design
of its housing programs. The University can develop an inclusive planning
and decision-making process (page 63) for housing investments by
meaningfully including BIPOC and beneficiaries of its housing programs.

•

Deep Affordability. Recognizing that UVA has raised its wages so that no
employees should be below 30% AMI, the University should commit to
affordability targets for new housing (page 55 – 56) including making at
least 80% of homes affordable to households with incomes up to 60% AMI,
and the remainder affordable to households up to 80% AMI.

•

Homeownership. UVA should commit to supporting homeownership as
well as rental development, by pursuing single-family and soft density
infill development (page 145 – 146) and offering down payment
assistance (page 138 – 139) to employees.

•

Tenants’ Rights. Similar to the City, UVA has the opportunity to ensure
that housing developments it supports provide enhanced tenants’ rights
(page 100), such as just cause eviction requirements, mediation
agreements, and the right to organize, in University-funded housing
developments.
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Guiding Principles | Comprehensive Approach
Affordable housing tools fall into three main categories – land use, subsidy,
and tenants’ rights. A successful housing strategy needs all three. Each
category of tool has its limitations; a comprehensive approach to affordable
housing policy must balance these limitations by addressing and including
all three types of tools. In combination, land use, subsidy, and tenants’
rights tools reinforce and support each other, allowing the City to support a
healthy housing market, the production of affordable homes, and resident
retention.
Charlottesville also needs to support the development and
affordability of a range of housing types, including but not limited to
subsidized rental homes, market rate rental homes, and affordable
homeownership opportunities, in order to support affordability for a broad
range of incomes and household types, and allow residents to remain in
Charlottesville and access quality housing as their needs change.

Land Use

Subsidy

Land use refers to the use of municipal
regulations and zoning authority to indirectly
improve affordability by increasing housing supply,
and to directly produce affordable homes.

Subsidy is the provision of below-market rate
loans, grants, or other public resources to close
the gap between what a household can afford to
pay and the costs to develop and operate housing.

Tenants’ rights tools preserve existing affordable
housing and housing stability by using laws and
regulations that protect current occupants.

Tenants’
Rights

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Plan Overview

TOOLS

IMPLEMENTATION NEEDS

Charlottesville has already identified and made progress toward implementing many potential housing tools. For that reason, the Affordable Housing Plan first
identifies the major changes to funding and governance the City will need to make in order to increase the impacts of its affordable housing programs. A
sustainable level of funding commitment, efficient use of funds, and a process for aligning affordable housing tools with community-defined priorities are
crucial to the success of the Affordable Housing Plan. Following the chapters on the implementation needs, the Affordable Housing Plan outlines
recommendations to guide the City’s use of affordable housing tools including land use, subsidy, and tenants’ rights.

Funding

Make a strong and recurring financial commitment to address housing needs in
Charlottesville.

Governance

Build governance structures that institutionalize an equitable and efficient
implementation of the Affordable Housing Plan.

Land Use

Revise regulations and development approval processes to increase the supply of
housing and slow the increase in housing cost, while protecting lower income and other
marginalized communities.

Tenants’ Rights

Change local policy and advocate at the state level to expand Charlottesville’s ability to
support tenants’ rights.

Subsidy

Focus and align subsidy programs with community-defined priorities and make
changes to increase impacts.

The affordability of housing is the result of both the cost of housing (rents, sale prices, and the cost of utilities and maintenance) and the income of
households. The Affordable Housing plan focuses on strategies to decrease the cost of rental housing and homeownership in Charlottesville. Tools that
address wages and income (e.g. minimum wage policies, workforce development programs, employer recruitment and broader economic development
policy) are also important to address housing affordability, but are not addressed within the scope of this plan, though may be addressed in the update to the
Comprehensive Plan.
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Major Initiatives
The City of Charlottesville has made affordable housing a top priority in recent years. It has dedicated a level of public funding and supported a portfolio of
housing tools typical of a much larger city. The Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan is intended to sustain Charlottesville's commitment to affordable
housing while increasing the impact of the City’s activities. Though there are many tools and recommendations included within this Plan, there are three
major initiatives that together would represent a significant commitment to supporting racial equity in affordable housing in Charlottesville.

Dedicate $10M Annually To
Affordable Housing

Build Inclusive Governance
at All Levels

Adopt Progressive and
Inclusionary Zoning Reforms

The Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan
recommends that the City make a total
commitment of $10M annually for affordable
housing programs for the next ten years. This
commitment sustains the City’s substantial recent
investments in affordable housing and will the
City to identify new funding sources. The
recommended $10M would include funding for
both (1) development and preservation of
affordable housing and (2) programs that serve
residents directly, including property tax relief
and emergency rental assistance. Setting a
consistent level of funding will allow the City and
nonprofit partners to plan and build capacity to
implement affordable housing measures. A
commitment of $10M annually would double the
City’s supply of permanently affordable housing,
while stabilizing an additional 2,000 owner and
renter households directly.

The Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan
makes several recommendations to bring
diverse voices from the community into the
decision-making structure of the City and
partners it funds. This includes both BIPOC
housing
professionals
and
community
members, as well as people who benefit from
affordable housing assistance. To support this
move toward equitable governance, the City
should fund training and support the creation
of onboarding materials to ensure members of
public and nonprofit boards are equipped to
shape affordable housing policy and can be
supported as they participate in priority-setting
conversations.

Single-family zoning, which is prevalent in
Charlottesville, has historically been a tool to
create and reinforce racial segregation in
Charlottesville and nationwide and has
restricted the development of housing,
contributing to rising housing costs. The
Land Use chapter of the Charlottesville
Affordable
Housing
Plan
outlines
recommendations to address the legacy of
exclusionary zoning and constrained housing
supply in Charlottesville. The Comprehensive
Plan Update and Zoning Code Rewrite will
build on these recommendations.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Planning Process | Overview
Cville Plans Together is an effort to complete three major projects: continuing and finalizing updates to the City’s
Comprehensive Plan, the development of an Affordable Housing Plan, and an update to the City’s zoning ordinance.
The current Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 2013. The City is required to review the plan for potential revisions
every five years. During previous Comprehensive Plan review processes, in 2017-2018, the Planning Commission and
others identified the need to further examine equity, including an increased focus on housing affordability. To this
end, the Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan describes goals, priorities, and implementation strategies which will
be incorporated into the Comprehensive Plan update.
City Comprehensive Plan Update | Earlier efforts to update the plan in 2017 and 2018 were halted when the City
identified a need to address equity and affordability more holistically in the document. The new Comprehensive Plan
Update is focusing on ensuring that equity is considered throughout the document, creating a plan to increase
housing affordability, updating the land use map which will act as the basis for updates to the zoning ordinance,
adding chapters related to Community Engagement and Plan Implementation with measurable outcomes, and
engaging in meaningful and thorough community engagement to aid the above efforts.
Affordable Housing Plan | The Affordable Housing Plan was developed in four phases: review of existing conditions,
discussion of community goals and priorities, development of strategies and tools, and the completion of the draft
and final plan which will be incorporated into the Comprehensive Plan.
Zoning Code Rewrite | This rewrite will include preparing revised zoning regulations for the entire City once the
Comprehensive Plan Update, including the Affordable Housing Plan, is finalized. This process will include the following
steps: a diagnostic report that explores the issues related to the existing ordinances, an approach report to propose
general changes to be made to the ordinance, a draft zoning ordinance, a draft zoning map, and a final production of
both the zoning ordinance and map.
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Planning Process | Timeline
A steering committee of local stakeholders representing City, regional organizations, and community members is providing input throughout the Cville Plans
Together planning effort. The consulting team held a series of conversations with the Steering Committee to develop the Charlottesville Affordable Housing
Plan. The Steering Committee provided feedback in the form of surveys, discussion during meetings, and interviews. This feedback informed the guiding
principles, preliminary goals, and recommendations of the Affordable Housing Plan.

Introduction

January 2020

Housing Tools

April 2020

Housing Issues

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

June 2020

Community and City leadership
review draft plan

August 2020

November 2020

Recommendations
& Goals

Winter 2020-2021

Housing Plan finalized and
incorporated into Comprehensive Plan
through the update process
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Planning Process | Community Engagement
From mid-May through June 2020, Cville Plans Together encouraged the community to actively participate in updating the future vision for the city. The
process focused on sharing information about the project, making connections and developing partnerships with community individuals and organizations,
and gathering input about priorities for the future. Community input opportunities included a community survey available in Spanish and English, a series
of webinars to provide a project overview and answer questions, small group discussions that were held via Zoom and telephone, and a toll-free phoneline.
The survey asked respondents to identify key issues related to housing affordability in Charlottesville, as well as their ideal outcomes for the Plan.
Public Survey: Which housing issues will be the most critical for the Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan to address?
Most Critical
Less Important
Not a Current Major Concern
No response
1200
1000

7.1%
5.2%
8.2%

7.7%
3.6%
15.3%

800

7.7%
4.7%

8.4%
5.2%

8.0%
7.8%

8.1%
5.6%

8.4%
8.3%

8.2%
6.1%

23.6%

23.5%

22.2%

28.2%

25.6%

30.2%

8.3%
10.1%
32.7%

79.8%

600
400

79.5%

73.5%

64.0%

200

62.8%

62.0%

58.1%

57.7%

55.5%

49.0%

0
Racial Equity

Rental
Affordability

Location

Housing Supply Displacement or Housing Quality Housing Stability Supportive and Homeownership
Gentrification
Transitional
Housing

9.7%
2.4%
8.1%
Other/Missing

Overall, survey respondents strongly supported centering racial equity and rental affordability in the Affordable Housing Plan. Though Homeownership
received less support, it is important to note that renters who responded to the survey strongly supported homeownership as an area of critical concern.
The prioritization of housing issues differed drastically by race. These differences are explored further on page 63.
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Planning Process | Community Engagement
From November 3 through December 2, 2020, Cville Plans Together sought community feedback on the draft Affordable Housing Plan as well as draft initial
revisions to the Comprehensive Plan. Community input opportunities included four interactive webinars, an online survey in both English and Spanish,
drop-in “office hours,” a toll-free phone line, and the opportunity to submit written comments via email and the project website.
There were many types of issues considered by the community in the review. Common comment themes include: general support for the direction of the
plan, a desire to see more emphasis on homeownership, questions and comments about funding, and concerns about the potential impacts of land use
recommendations. A full summary of community input is available via a link on page 157 in the appendix.
Public Survey: Do you agree that the recommendations in each category below are a priority for the Affordable Housing Plan?
200
180

Not at all

160
140

20%

24%

10%
23%

120

28%

100

Unsure/maybe

80
60

Mostly not

70%

66%

78%
57%

40

61%

Yes, mostly
Yes, completely

20
0

Funding
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Governance

Land Use

Tenants’ Rights

Subsidy
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Housing Challenges

Housing Challenges
Charlottesville is experiencing a growing housing crisis as residents are increasingly unable to afford living within the city. To evaluate the city’s
affordable housing need, a multi-part analysis of the existing affordable housing landscape in Charlottesville was conducted. This effort involved a series of
stakeholder interviews, an evaluation of demographic and market conditions, a thorough review of current housing programs and policies, and builds on the
Housing Needs Assessment conducted by the City. Through this process we identified key housing challenges that informed the recommendations within this
plan. These key challenges are:
Zoning and Land Use | The City’s current land use policies constrain the supply of housing. In addition, the predominance of single-family zoning is a legacy
of exclusionary zoning practices.
Housing Supply | Driven in part by zoning and land use, the City’s housing supply has lagged population growth, resulting in rising home prices. Limited
opportunities for greenfield development further constrain the supply of housing.
Rental Affordability | Over 2,700 renter households in Charlottesville currently pay more than 50% of their income on rent and utilities. The majority of
these households earn less than $35,000 a year.
Displacement | Rising prices and limited affordable housing options appear to be displacing low-income residents from Charlottesville.
Housing Instability and Homelessness | Housing instability creates challenges for all members of a household, and continued housing instability can lead
to homelessness.
Racial Inequity | Black residents disproportionately face housing affordability challenges, including disparities in homeownership, even when accounting for
disparities in income.
Low and Stagnant Wages | Despite growing median incomes, the median renter still cannot afford the median rental unit.
Impacts of COVID-19 | The economic impact of COVID-19 has exacerbated housing affordability challenges across the country, including in Charlottesville.
Transportation costs, income, energy costs, environmental quality, and other factors are also closely tied to housing affordability, however the Affordable
Housing Plan does not make recommendations to address these challenges directly. These items will be assessed further in the Comprehensive Plan as well
as in the Climate Action Plan.
Sources: City of Charlottesville Open Data; U.S. Census 2010 - 2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates; Federal Reserve Economic Data; 2014-2018 Public
Use Micro-Survey (PUMS) 5-Year Data for the Public Use Microdata Area containing Charlottesville
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Housing Challenges | Zoning and Land Use
Charlottesville’s current land use regulations form barriers to the housing supply and racial equity. Growth of the housing supply is restricted by
the city’s high share of low-density single-family zoning. In Charlottesville, only 30% of the city’s residential-zoned land can be used for higher-density
development. Single-family zoning and other land use restrictions have historically been used to create and enforce racial segregation.
Within the zones that allow multifamily development, the zoning is such that multifamily developments are difficult to build. Height restrictions effectively
require all multifamily projects to obtain special use permits to make development feasible. Beyond this, the development processes are cumbersome, and
significantly increase the time and cost to develop new housing. These processes are highly discretionary, meaning that the City, and by extension the
public, exercise significant influence over what development receives approval. This further hinders the development of multifamily housing. In areas that
are zoned for mixed use, stakeholders note that zoning regulations effectively incentivize commercial development over residential development, leading to
a lack of housing downtown.
Acres of Land by Residential Zoning Type

Single-Family (R-1)

Multifamily

University

2,278

0%

10%

20%

30%

448

40%

50%

60%

70%

584

80%

90%

100%

Does not include land zoned for mixed use
Does not include land in the urban ring
Source: City of Charlottesville Open Data
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Housing Challenges | Housing Supply
An insufficient housing supply increases competition and raises prices on existing housing. Since 2010, Charlottesville’s population and total employment
have undergone a steady growth, with an increase of approximately 4,800 residents and 11,000 jobs. This increase in demand has not been matched by
the level of housing development, with only 2,600 new homes constructed in the same time period. Additionally, the University of Virginia and its student
population continue to grow in Charlottesville, putting further strain on the housing supply.
These market dynamics have led to rising home prices in Charlottesville. Since 2010, the gap between median income and the median income
required to afford the median home has been gradually widening. Additionally, homeownership rates have fallen across every income band, except for
households making over $150K between 2010 and 2018. The City needs more housing at all price points to reduce market pressures that constrain
affordability for moderate- and low-income households.
Homeownership Affordability
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Note: All values are adjusted to 2018 dollars.
Source: U.S. Census 2010 - 2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates; Federal Reserve Economic Data
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Housing Challenges | Rental Affordability
Of the 10,570 renter households in Charlottesville, over 2,700 renter households are extremely cost burdened, meaning that they spend more
than half of their income on housing. Over 95% of these households earn less than $35,000 a year. 1,320 of those households are Black renter
households, with 88% of those households earning less than $35,000 a year. Because these low-income households cannot find affordable housing, they
have little income remaining to cover other household needs. An additional 2,200 renter households, 1,500 of which are Black residents, are costburdened, meaning they spend less than half, but more than one-third, of their income on housing. Together there are more than 5,000 renter
households in Charlottesville that are cost-burdened. Cost burden trends indicate a gap in rental housing affordable to households earning less than
$75,000 annually, but the need is most acute for households earning less than $35,000.
Housing Cost Burden By Income
Extremely Cost Burdened

3,000

Cost Burdened

Not Cost Burdened

The majority of extremely cost burdened
households have incomes below $35,000

2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0
Less than 20K

$20,000 to $35,000

Note: Rental households include renters who are students
Source: U.S. Census 2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Housing Challenges | Displacement
Gentrification occurs when private or public investment leads to changes in the racial or economic composition of a neighborhood toward higher incomes
and more white residents. There are two aspects – housing competition and displacement, and cultural change. Housing competition and displacement
describes the replacement of existing lower income BIPOC renters and owners by higher income white residents as rents rise and homes turn over.
Cultural change describes the influx of new residents that can lead to a change in the “feel” of a neighborhood, from retail types available, to the
neighborhood institutions. As a result, communities are disrupted and displaced into less accessible areas, with higher concentrations of
poverty and lower access to quality services and amenities. In Charlottesville, rising prices and limited affordable housing options appear to be
displacing low-income households.
Change in Households by Income* between 2010 and 2018
8,000
7,000
Charlottesville lost 1,500 low-income
households between 2010 and 2018.
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*Incomes are not adjusted for inflation
Source: U.S. Census 2010 & 2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Housing Challenges | Housing Instability and Homelessness
Displacement can also result from rising rents, evictions, or foreclosures. The resulting housing instability creates challenges for all
members of a household. For adults, housing stability is necessary for employment stability. A consistent commute increases chances for success in
employment, which reduces overall stress and increases financial stability. For children, housing stability is a key determinant of educational outcomes.
Both the timing and the frequency of school changes directly affects a child’s chances for success. A lack of stable and supportive housing also results in
significant individual and social costs. When vulnerable populations have unmet needs for permanent supportive housing, they may enter a
state of homelessness or become frequent users of emergency or crisis services.

Number of Homeless Individuals and Beds
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Source: HUD Exchange, Eviction Lab
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Housing Challenges | Racial Inequities
Black households earn significantly less than other households in Charlottesville, just over half the median income for the city. This inequity is further
illustrated by the homeownership gap: while renters account for 57% of all residents, 76% of Black residents are renters.

Residents by Tenure
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Housing Challenges | Racial Inequities
America’s housing markets have been shaped by a legacy of policies that created and enforced racial segregation and limited opportunities for BIPOC
households. Residents of cities across the country continue to face differences in outcomes and opportunities as a result of race.
Black homeowners and white homeowners have a drastically different experience in Charlottesville; from 2010 to 2018, Black homeownership decreased
while white homeownership increased. Homes in majority Black census block groups are valued at just over half the value of homes in majority white
census block groups, despite the median income of those same block groups having less than a $100 difference. Even when controlling for income, Black
households have consistently lower homeownership rates than white households. The racial homeownership gap is widest at the lowest income bands.
Homeownership Rate by Income Band by Race in the
Charlottesville Region, 2018
Shift in
homeownership,
2010 – 2018
Median home value,
2018

+13%

-12%

White
Households

Black Households

$345,961

$193,920

in Majority white
Census Block
Groups

in Majority Black
Census Block
Groups

Ratio between white and
Black homeownership rates:

White

80%
66%

62%

57%

53%
37%

34%

42%

26%
15%

$0 to 25K

$25 to 50K

$50 to 75K

2.4x

2.0x

1.7x

Source: U.S. Census 2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, 2014-2018 Public Use Micro-Survey (PUMS) 5-Year Data for the Public Use Microdata
Area containing Charlottesville
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Black

$75 to $100K Over $100K
1.6x

1.3x
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Housing Challenges | Low and Stagnant Wages
As rents rise and the availability of affordable rental homes declines, it is increasingly difficult for low-income households to find quality
housing options they can afford. Though median renter income has grown in recent years, median gross rent is still far above what the median renter
can afford. The disparity is even greater in households that do not have a Bachelor’s degree. Households with an Associates Degree or some college
education make up 29% of all renter households. For those households, median incomes have remained stagnant since 2015, and are far below the
median gross rent.
Median Gross Rent versus What the Median Renter Household can Afford to Pay
$1,200
$1,100

$1,200

Median Gross Rent

$945

$1,000
$900
$800
$700

Median Renter Household

$760

Median Household with Some College or Associate’s Degree

$600
$500
$400
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Source: U.S. Census 2009-2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates. Figures adjusted for inflation.
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Housing Challenges | COVID-19
The economic impacts of COVID-19 have exacerbated housing affordability challenges across the country, including in Charlottesville. Loss of
income is the leading cause of housing insecurity for low- and moderate-income households. If the unemployment rate remains high, Charlottesville is likely
to see a sharp increase in evictions and foreclosures as restrictions on evictions are lifted. As the pandemic-induced economic crisis persists,
Charlottesville’s residents will face multiple waves of housing insecurity, with the peak likely arriving in the fourth quarter of 2020. The impacts
of increased housing insecurity are likely to be felt most acutely by households earning less than $50,000, and housing insecurity will
disproportionately impact BIPOC and renters in Charlottesville. An emergency housing strategy, in addition to the Affordable Housing Plan, that
combines expanded legal aid with a financial assistance program is likely to be necessary to address the scale of housing insecurity. The City and its
partners have been working to plan for emergency housing needs in response to COVID-19. In addition, COVID-19 has had a near-term impact on the
City’s budget as priorities have shifted to meet the near-term need.
Peak Unemployment: 15.8%

12,000
8,000

2,000

6,760

5,460

6,000
4,000

9,580

9,010

10,000

1,710

0
1-Jan

1-Feb

1-Mar

1-Apr

1-May

March 30:
Statewide stay-athome order
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1-Jun

1-Jul

May 17 Lift of statewide
eviction stay

1-Aug

1-Sep

August 1 –
Expiration of CARES
benefits and uneven
recovery

1-Oct

1-Nov

1-Dec

Expiration of state
unemployment
benefits
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Funding

Funding | Purpose
Funding appropriations for housing should reflect the importance of housing issues through a consistent and
aggressive funding commitment. The City should provide funding that is…
Transparently and Competitively Allocated
As with any funding target, housing programs and projects should be funded through a transparent and competitive process. The transparency and
competitiveness of the process should serve to make the process of applying for funding more reliable by using clear and rigorous criteria.
Consistent and Predictable
Programs that are more consistently funded will have greater impact. In addition, the steadiness and predictability of funding is important for nonprofits to
plan for and manage capacity and capital investments. While there may be limitations to what Council can formally commit to in advance, the City should
make a formal commitment to consistently and predictably fund housing through the Charlottesville Affordable Housing Fund. To do so, the City will need
to identify a dedicated funding source.
Shaped by Clear Priorities and Bold Commitments
Charlottesville’s funding commitments for housing should be driven not only by the city’s overall housing supply gap as identified in its housing needs
assessments, but also by bold goals that maximize public benefit, such as to push the depth and duration of affordability.
Regularly Monitored and Reported
City spending on housing should be monitored by City staff, advocates outside of government, and the community at large. Describing the level of
investment and impact is necessary to ensure that the public understands the level of commitment the City has made to affordable housing, and to
understand the impact of this spending.
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Funding | Recommendations
Charlottesville should make a strong and recurring financial commitment to address housing needs in
Charlottesville.
In particular, the City should implement the following recommended changes to its funding policies:
Scale

Dedicate $10M per year to fund affordable housing, to (1) increase the number of subsidized affordable homes by
1,100 homes (on top of an existing stock of 1,630 actively subsidized homes), (2) preserve 600 existing subsidized affordable
homes, and (3) stabilize 1,800 to 2,200 owner and renter households facing housing instability.

Consistency

Identify a sustainable and reliable source of dedicated funding to sustain this level of funding for ten years.
Target funding towards extremely low-income households to ensure that public funding is targeted to incomes with
the greatest need. Allocate 50% of funding to serve households with incomes up to 30% of Area Median Income (AMI), 30% of
funding for households earning up to 60% AMI, and 20% of funding for households earning up to 80% AMI.

Targeting

Transparency

E.g., for a three-person household:

30% AMI: $25,350

60% AMI: $50,760

80% AMI: $67,600

Attach funding awards to community representation, duration of affordability, and leverage of non-public funds.
Projects that receive public funding should be administered and governed by organizations that directly represent the
beneficiaries of housing assistance. Funding awards should also incentivize permanent affordability of both renter- and
owner-occupied housing. Finally, public dollars should incentivize maximum leverage of federal, state, and private funding.
Clearly identify overall housing expenditures within the City’s budget, and publish metrics on program funding,
capacity, and impacts to create accountability and measure progress towards housing goals.

The remainder of this chapter provides additional detail on recommended policy changes, as well as the anticipated impacts of these changes.
See appendix for full table of Area Median Incomes and affordable rents in Charlottesville.
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Funding | Scale and Consistency
The City of Charlottesville should dedicate $10 million per year to invest in housing affordability over the next ten years. This proposed
figure of $10M represents total—not additional—spending, and it represents local spending, not including additional funding provided through state or
federal sources. As appropriate, direct subsidy should be centralized and allocated through the Charlottesville Affordable Housing Fund.

$2M

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

Tax Relief

$7M

Direct Subsidy

The City has historically “spent” close to $2M per year on household tax
relief, provided to low-income households through the Charlottesville Housing
Affordability Program and to elderly and disabled households through the Real
Estate Tax Relief program. This allocation, which supports housing stability for
low-income homeowners, should be highlighted within the City’s housing budget.
The majority of the $10M should be allocated to direct subsidy. These
expenditures include both “capital” subsidies used to build and preserve
affordable homes, such as financing for public housing redevelopment and singlefamily infill development, and “operating” subsidies provided on an ongoing
basis, such as emergency rental assistance and property tax relief. This funding
includes the City’s current commitments to affordable housing programs including
CSRAP and planned new subsidized housing developments. As appropriate, the
allocation of these funds should be made through the Charlottesville
Affordable Housing Fund (CAHF) with input from the CAHF committee.
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$1M

Admin

As part of its $10M annual commitment, the City
should set aside $1M in funding each year for
administrative costs and capacity building. This is a
standard practice for housing departments, programs,
and funds. These funds would pay for the personnel
required for a variety of tasks: to run a competitive
process to award funds; monitor and evaluate impact;
enforce compliance; design and develop new housing
policies; provide technical assistance for funding
recipients to improve their expertise and effectiveness;
and provide training for new board members of the HAC,
especially those who are community representatives and
might not work on housing professionally.
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Funding | Scale and Consistency
The City has already recently made significant commitments for future spending on housing. These commitments effectively fulfill the
recommended $10M commitment through 2025.
$40M Capital Improvement Program funding commitment, 2020-2025
Some of these commitments have been detailed in the City’s Capital Improvement Program (CIP), which allocates about $40M between 2020 and 2025
towards a number of housing programs.

CONTEXT

$5.25M

$15M

Rental vouchers through the
Public housing redevelopment
Charlottesville Supplemental Rental
Assistance Program (CSRAP)

$17M

$3.125M

Friendship Court project

Housing rehabilitation and
residential energy conservation

Other annual housing expenditures, average of historical and projected spending 2020-2025
In addition to these commitments made in the CIP, the City has historically supported other housing programs through tax relief and through other
direct subsidies allocated through the City’s operating fund.
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$1.7M

~$500K

Average annual property tax
relief for low-income, disabled, or
veteran homeowners

Vibrant Communities Fund,
competitively allocated to various
housing nonprofits
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Funding | Scale and Consistency
Charlottesville has committed a significant amount of funding for a city of its size. A commitment of $100M over ten years would put
Charlottesville in the top tier of cities making strong and lasting commitments to affordable housing.

CONTEXT

For the sake of comparison, the table below focuses on only funding used for direct subsidy, excluding property tax relief and administrative costs.
Therefore, Charlottesville’s commitment shows $70M, excluding an estimate of $10M for administrative costs and $20M for tax relief over ten years.
Raleigh, NC

Durham, NC

Richmond, VA

Washington, D.C.

Charlottesville, VA

Funding
Commitment
Size and Sources

$80M bond

$95M bond (in addition
to $65M of existing
expenditures, part of
$160M housing plan)

$80M from dedicating
tax revenues from
properties phasing out
of partial tax
exemption

$100M+ through
housing trust fund,
from transfer taxes
and general fund

$70M
in direct subsidy
funding

Time Period

5 years

5 years

10 years

annual

10 years

Population

470,000

275,000

230,000

685,000

50,000

$ Per Capita Per
Year

$34

$116

$35

$146+

$140
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Funding | Scale and Consistency
Charlottesville needs to identify one or more dedicated funding sources to sustain its commitment to affordable housing beyond 2025.
Increased spending on housing will require either reallocating funding from other programs within the existing budget, or creating new fees or taxes
that expand revenue sources.

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

If funds cannot be reallocated from other priorities to support ongoing housing programs, the City will need to more closely evaluate potential
funding sources. This analysis will need to consider several key factors:
Legality

Revenue potential

Revenue stability

Equity

Is this form of tax or fee
legal in Virginia?

How much revenue is this
tax or fee estimated to
yield on an annual basis?

Does the tax or fee
provide a reliable and
stable source of funding?

Does the fee’s impact on
the tax base meet the
City’s equity goals? Is the
tax regressive?

Examples of revenue sources used for housing trust funds elsewhere in Virginia include:
Property tax increase

Meals tax

Developer contributions

Additional property tax
dedicated to housing

Additional tax on
restaurant food and
beverage sales

Impact fee on new marketrate residential
development

Example: Alexandria, VA

Examples: Alexandria, VA;
Fairfax, VA

Example: Richmond, VA

Charlottesville currently funds its housing programs through general fund and capital fund contributions. Charlottesville already uses these and other
revenue sources to fund a variety of programs. To sustain a $10M annual commitment over time, the City will need to evaluate potential
revenue sources as well as its other policy and funding priorities, such as schools and Main Street improvements, to balance available resources with
the City’s goals. This evaluation of opportunity and need should consider the near-term fiscal impacts of COVID-19, which has impacted some City
revenues and intensified funding needs across a spectrum of priorities.
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Funding | Scale and Consistency

CONTEXT AND RECOMMENDED CHANGES

Local funding commitments will be particularly important in the face of limited
and declining federal and state support. Federal and state funding for housing has
been limited, and while the City should continue to pursue and advocate for this
funding, it is not likely to increase. Public spending on affordable housing has declined
over several decades for political and structural reasons, and local jurisdictions cannot
rely on an infusion of federal resources to address local housing issues.
To the extent possible, it is also crucial that funding be secured consistently.
Fiscal year 2021 represents an extreme example of this challenge, as the level of
funding for housing was significantly reduced due to budget impacts from the COVID-19
pandemic. Even before this fiscal year, though, spending on housing programs varied
significantly, driven by one-time funding for large capital projects. This inconsistency has
presented multiple challenges to the efficacy of housing programs in the city. Program
administrators are less able to plan for their own operating and capital expenditures,
relying on limited philanthropic dollars to fill emergency needs, and the City has less
ability to award funding efficiently through a competitive process when funding is
responsive to developer requests.
While the City Council cannot commit funds on behalf of a future City Council,
Charlottesville must still make a policy commitment to affordable housing and
develop a funding approach, such that community partners can plan around an
approach that future City Councils will reliably adopt.
All programs should continue to seek to leverage as much private financing
and additional public funding as possible, relative to Charlottesville’s contributions.
For example, for every dollar that the City invested into Low-Income Tax Credit
developments in 2018 – 2019, an additional three to seven dollars of public or private
financing was secured to amplify the impact of local dollars. The City should continue to
leverage philanthropic dollars, below-market-rate private lending, federal subsidy, and
regional sources of funding.
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Regional Funding for Housing
The City and regional stakeholders should consider the
potential for a regional affordable housing funding
agreement
to
jointly
provide
funding
from
Charlottesville, Albemarle County, and potentially other
jurisdictions to support affordable housing development
and programming, particularly within the urban ring.
A regional funding agreement would allow for greater
efficiency in housing production, as it would facilitate the
streamlining of programs that serve the region, create
flexibility to pursue the most cost-effective projects
within the region, and reduce administrative overhead.
Given the shared authority and tax relationship between
the City and County for the urban ring investments
should be shared between the two. The County and
City should establish an agreement about how to
coordinate investments within the urban ring to
have the greatest impacts.
In Wake County, North Carolina, the City of Raleigh and
the County have separate housing funds and they
collaborate with each other to make coordinated
investments in LIHTC projects and other affordable
housing development to leverage each others funding.
Albemarle County and the City of Charlottesville should
consider establishing a similar partnership.
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Funding | Scale and Consistency
What could be achieved with $100M in investments over 10 years?
With $10M in average annual spending over ten years, Charlottesville could grow its existing stock of subsidized homes by nearly 70
percent, preserve nearly 40 percent of existing subsidized housing at risk of becoming unaffordable or obsolete, and provide direct
assistance annually to up to 2,000 households facing housing instability.

POTENTIAL IMPACTS

The resulting level of production shown is only possible if funds are used efficiently and leverage private investment as well as state and federal
resources—and, to this end, it will be essential to thoroughly underwrite all funding awards. Combining the subsidy tools represented here with land
use reform and tenants’ rights tools will potentially decrease costs and expand program benefits, further increasing the impact of public dollars. Of the
other tools, inclusionary zoning would directly contribute to the production of additional homes, which are not included in the estimate below.
Estimated impact of $100M
in spending over 10 years
These impact figures assume the following
costs:

Change in Subsidized Homes

Households Stabilized Annually

Through programs such as LIHTC gap financing,
public housing redevelopment, single-family infill

Through programs such as property tax relief,
emergency rental assistance

• For newly subsidized homes, between
$35K to $50K per home for new
construction, up to $50K for down
payment assistance, and approximately
$25K for owner-occupied repairs
• For preserved homes, up to $20K through
an acquisition fund, and between $45 to
$50K per public housing home.
• For stabilized households, annual costs of
up to $1,500 for property tax relief, $5K
for emergency relief, and $9K for
vouchers
These numbers represent one potential
distribution of funding—the actual impact
will depend on City Council’s final funding
allocations, informed by recommendations
by the CAHF Committee.
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1,100

Newly
subsidized
homes

600

Preserved
homes

+

1,600 –
2,000

Households

1,630
1,000
Current

Existing
homes

With $100M
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Funding | Targeting
Place constraints on funding as appropriate to target funding towards uses that achieve public goals.

RECOMMENDED CHANGES AND IMPACTS

Beyond the overall scale and level of funding, the City should also consider what constraints it will place on where its funding should go, as a way of
balancing commitments to different issues and goals.
Income Levels

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Set a goal of targeting 50% of funding to serve households with incomes up to 30% of AMI, 30% of funding for
households earning up to 60% AMI, and 20% of funding for households earning up to 80% AMI.
Out of an annual $10M budget with $1M reserved for administrative costs, this means that $4.5M will go to households earning
up to around $22K, $2.7M will go to households earning up to around $45K, and $1.8M will go to households earning up to
around $60K. These figures represent the income bands for two-person households; refer to the appendix for a full table of
income bands by household size.
Income Targeting
Income level
Served

Income for Twoand Four-Person
Household

Target
Allocation,
Percentage

Target
Allocation, Over
10 Years

Up to 80% AMI

Two: $60,100
Four: $75,100

20%

$18M

Up to 60% AMI

Two: $45,120
Four: $56,340

30%

$27M

Up to 30% AMI

Two: $22,550
Four: $28,150

50%

$45M
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Funding | Targeting

RECOMMENDED CHANGES AND IMPACTS

Beyond the overall scale and level of funding, the City should also consider what constraints it will place on where its funding should go, as a way of
balancing commitments to different issues and goals.
Community
Set a community representation standard for all organizations receiving funding: The leadership and board of
Representation organizations that receive City housing funding should be reflective of the communities they are serving and include
residents who are participating in City-funded housing programs. Reflection of the community served and inclusion of those
participating in the program are two separate but related expectations. Residents who participate or have participated in housing
programs have insight into how to reform housing programs to increase their effectiveness and should be represented in the
decision-making process. In most communities, those who benefit directly from affordable housing have been excluded from the
decision-making process. A lack of representation can unintentionally reinforce existing economic inequities and power imbalances.
Charlottesville should adapt existing precedents for community representation to fit its racial justice focus. There are a
range of approaches to community representation: from setting minimum requirements as HUD does for Community Housing
Development Organizations (CHDOs), to including community representation as a scoring criteria as are used for Nashville’s housing
trust fund (the Barnes Fund). The CAHF Committee will be charged with setting these standards and adapting them over time as
appropriate.
Setting a community representation requirement is crucial to the guiding principle of racial equity, as it will push both the
City and program administrators to be deliberate about overcoming historical patterns of underrepresentation of non-white
populations within staffing and decision-making.
Duration of
Affordability

All programs should seek the longest affordability term feasible. The City should seek 99-year affordability for rental
developments receiving City assistance, such as direct project funding or funding for infrastructure improvements. Affordable
homeownership ownership programs should seek to preserve affordability by encouraging homes to be sold to income-qualifying
(<80% AMI) buyers. If homes are sold to households earning >80% AMI, public funding put into the property should be repaid to the
City through the sale proceeds. This repayment requirement helps ensure that public funds are recycled to continually assist lowincome homebuyers.
For all programs, the Housing Trust Fund Advisory Committee should review the affordability duration criteria for each
program and adjust as appropriate.
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Funding | Transparency
Clearly identify overall housing expenditures within the City’s budget, and publish metrics on program
funding, capacity, and impacts to create accountability and measure progress towards housing goals.

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

The City must be transparent in its expectations, priorities, and decision-making criteria through multiple stages of the funding process. Transparency
of funding allocations and uses serves to maximize the impact of public funds by increasing the competitiveness of programs and deals, and by
increasing public accountability towards the use of funding. Charlottesville should increase its funding transparency through the following means:
Visibility of spending on
housing in budget

Make housing expenditures a clearer line item in the City’s budget or clearly report on housing funding
allocations and expenditures. The full extent of the City’s spending on housing should be made clear within the
budget or an annual housing report, both to give credit to existing efforts around housing, and to be able to more
accurately monitor trends in spending on housing over time.

Availability of monitoring data

Provide production and cost data for homes created and households served. The per-unit or per household
cost, total program costs, and total program capacity of different affordable housing programs should be
published and monitored. This data would allow funders, City staff, and civic leaders track the impact of public
funds in delivering housing services.

Measurement and evaluation
of impacts of housing spending

Adopt best practices in performance measurement for housing, disaggregating performance data by outputs
(what the city is doing) and outcomes (what ultimate impacts the City’s spending is having on housing
affordability). This data should be monitored regularly, with data collected on an ongoing basis and reviewed on a
monthly to quarterly cycle. These metrics should be directly incorporated into budget requests and funding
applications. Data should also be disaggregated by race and income level.

Competitiveness and
standardization of RFP process

Create transparent and rigorous process for evaluating projects, programs, and program administrators that
receive public funds. The City should award funds through a competitive process, in most cases by request for
proposals that are scored based on experience, capacity, alignment with public policy goals, efficiency, leverage,
and other relevant criteria. Without a competitive process, the cost of producing affordable housing will rise and
the number of households who benefit will decrease.
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Funding | Transparency
D.C.’s Housing Production Trust Fund, the Nashville Barnes Fund, and Pittsburgh’s Housing Opportunity Fund publish annual reports on the number of
households served by funding, and the income levels of those households.

D.C. Housing Production Trust Fund Annual Report
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Pittsburgh Housing Opportunity Fund
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Funding | Transparency
The City of Greensboro uses an online, interactive bond tracker to allow the community to track bond projects, including housing projects, that are in
progress within their communities.
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Governance

Governance | Purpose
Governance structures shape the efficacy and equitability of decision-making, which ultimately determine housing
program implementation and community outcomes. Best practices that will ensure successful governance include:

Formalize processes to set priorities for the use of public funds
Include and empower community voices, including those who benefit from publicly-funded housing programs, in decision-making processes
Build trust in public processes by providing clear communication about priorities and reducing conflicts of interest and perceptions of conflicts
Ensure the successful implementation of recommendations by aligning City capacity with needs and priorities
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Governance | Recommendations
Charlottesville should build governance structures that institutionalize an equitable and efficient
implementation of the Affordable Housing Plan.
Setting clear roles and increasing the presence of BIPOC representation and those who participate in housing programs for the City’s staff and governance
bodies is necessary for the effective implementation of the Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan and addressing racial equity. In particular, the City
should implement the following recommended changes to its governance structures:
Housing Advisory Committee (HAC)

Reform the structure and function of the Housing Advisory Committee to
represent a broader range of viewpoints and focus on housing policy
recommendations and not funding allocation.

Charlottesville Affordable Housing Fund (CAHF) Committee

Empower a committee with community and staff representation
recommendations about the priorities and distribution of the CAHF.

City Staff Capacity

Realign priorities, increase capacity, and empower staff to collaborate with
advocates and respond to community needs.

Standardized and Competitive Funding Process

Establish clear, transparent, and competitive processes to award grants and loans
for affordable housing.

to

make

The remainder of this chapter provides additional detail on recommended policy changes, as well as the implementation needs and anticipated impacts of
these changes.
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Governance | Inclusive Governance
The Importance of Including Diverse Community Voices
Public input gathered as part of Cville Plans Together provides a clear illustration of the importance of including
diverse community voices in the City’s decision-making. In public surveys and stakeholder interviews, the
priorities of housing professionals and residents from marginalized populations including BIPOC reflected
different priorities for affordable housing. Many housing professionals emphasized the importance of rental
affordability, particularly for Charlottesville’s lowest-income residents. However, disaggregated public survey
responses by race and ethnicity, and by homeowner status, shows that homeownership is a priority concern for
Black and Latinx community members, as well as a higher concern for renters than homeowners. To reflect the
needs and priorities of its community, the City’s governance structures need a diversity of
perspectives, not just from housing professionals but inclusive of community voices and beneficiaries
of housing programs.
Building Inclusive Governance throughout Charlottesville’s Affordable Housing Infrastructure
Charlottesville can take concrete steps to bring diverse voices into its decision-making processes, and to build
inclusivity throughout its Affordable Housing infrastructure, including public and nonprofit entities that receive
City funding. The governance recommendations outline steps to advance inclusive governance, including
through reforming the Housing Advisory Committee, forming a new Committee to govern the Charlottesville
Affordable Housing Fund (CAHF), setting goals and scoring criteria for recipients of CAHF funds to incorporate
diverse voices into their decision-making processes, and expanding City housing staff. To advance this work
across these entities, the City should:
•

Develop an onboarding process including affordable housing training available to all new members of
public and nonprofit boards and commissions, as well as leadership, to support successful participation.

•

Provide funding from the CAHF administrative budget for the provision of this training and other
programs that build the capacity of community members to serve.

•

Monitor the success of these programs and make changes as needed to meet diverse participation goals.
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Survey Respondents Who Believe
that Homeownership is a Critical
Issue in Charlottesville:

76%

50%

Black or African
American
Respondents

White or
Caucasian
Respondents

74%

50%

Hispanic or
Latinx
Respondents

Asian or Asian
American
Respondents

63%

47%

Renters

Homeowners

Source: Cville Plans Together Public Survey (Spring 2020)
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Governance | Housing Advisory Committee

CONTEXT

Reform the structure and function of the Housing Advisory
Committee to build trust and improve its impacts.
Charlottesville’s Housing Advisory Committee (HAC) is a public committee intended to provide City
Council with recommendations about housing policy and priorities. The HAC has the potential to be an
important link for Council to access community housing needs and priorities, but the current structure limits
both its impact and its authority, and its activities have expanded beyond its initial purpose.

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

HAC reform should restructure the committee to achieve a better balance of representation aligned
with the guiding principles of racial equity, regional collaboration, and a comprehensive approach to housing,
and refocusing HAC efforts on advising and advocating for affordable housing priorities. The City should:
•

Refocus the HAC on its stated purpose of monitoring affordable housing issues and providing City
Council with recommendations about housing policy priorities, as well as championing and advancing
the implementation of the Affordable Housing Plan, monitoring progress, and issuing an annual report
on affordable housing in Charlottesville.

•

Reduce the total number of seats on the HAC from 21 to between 10 and 15, and make all seats
Council-appointed, keeping the current 2-year terms and 4-term limits.

•

Increase the representation of BIPOC, including housing professionals and community members.

•

Ensure that HAC members include beneficiaries of housing programs and subsidized housing
residents.

•

Give regional representatives voting power.

•

Develop an onboarding process including affordable housing training for new members, particularly
community members, to support successful participation.

•

Continue to encourage public attendance at HAC meetings to ensure larger participation is possible.

•

In the longer term, determine ways for the HAC to become a regional body that serves and represents
the City of Charlottesville and Albemarle County, including through a joint funding agreement.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Charlottesville’s Housing Advisory
Committee is a public committee.
Per the City’s website, the purpose
of the 21-member committee is to
provide City Council with
recommendations regarding
housing policy and affordable
housing priority, and research and
discuss trends and ideas in
affordable housing
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Governance | Housing Advisory Committee
Adding community voices and reducing the representation of organizations
receiving City funding will build trust in the HAC by limiting perceptions of conflicts of
interest and setting clearer mandates for both the HAC and City staff.

HAC Overview
Membership

10-15 members
• 2-3 affordable housing providers
(recipients of City funds)
• 2-3 real estate professionals (may
include brokers, lenders,
developers, architects, etc.)
• 2-3 at-large community members
• 2-3 affordable housing residents
or beneficiaries
• 2-3 regional representatives

Responsibility

Provide City Council with
recommendations about housing
policy priorities.
Champion and advance the
implementation of the Affordable
Housing Plan.
Issue an annual report on
affordable housing in
Charlottesville.

City Staff Role

Administrative

Terms &
Appointment

Council-appointed, keeping the
current 2-year terms and 4-term
limits for consecutive service

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Racial Equity The Housing Advisory Committee must be a body that supports and affirms

the City’s commitment to racial equity in housing. Toward that end its membership must be
rebalanced to expand the representation of BIPOC, including both housing professionals
and community members. An onboarding process will be critical to ensure that community
members are empowered to participate fully in setting priorities.

Regional Collaboration Full participation from regional representatives will be important
to identify opportunities for City and regional priorities to align. The HAC can also serve as a
conduit for the City to engage with the Regional Housing Partnership and identify areas for
deeper collaboration, and may eventually serve and represent both the city and county.
Comprehensive Approach The HAC should consider and make recommendations for the

IMPLEMENTATION

City to pursue a balanced and comprehensive mix of affordable housing programs,
including land use, subsidy, and tenants’ rights, as well as supporting a full range of housing
options for residents including rental and ownership opportunities.
Lead and Partners
City Manager, Council, and Staff
Housing Advisory Committee
Action Items
1. The City Council will redefine the role and membership of the HAC, including
guidelines to ensure a diverse and inclusive membership, and appoint new members
2. City staff in coordination with existing HAC members will develop and implement an
onboarding process for new members
Timeframe
Immediate (within 1 year)
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IMPACTS

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

CONTEXT

Empower a committee with community representation to make recommendations
about the priorities and distribution of the CAHF.
The City currently struggles to identify and act on clear priorities for the Charlottesville Affordable
Housing Fund (CAHF). Current governance structures do not provide a forum for City staff, community
members, nonprofit stakeholders, and advocates to discuss housing priorities and recommendations before
they are put before Council. Historically, this has slowed the appropriation and distribution of funds set aside
for the CAHF and inhibited collaboration around the implementation of funding. There is also a perceived
conflict of interest in the role that nonprofit stakeholders who receive funding from the CAHF play in making
recommendations on funding allocations.
The City should designate a committee to make recommendations about priorities for the use of
CAHF funds, to set targeting and scoring criteria for CAHF-funded programs and to review City staff
recommended awardees. This should be a separate committee from the HAC. The City Council should appoint
members and may choose some representatives from among HAC members. The committee should have
equal representation from City staff, affordable housing practitioners, and community members including
those who are impacted by housing investments, such as public housing residents or recipients of down
payment assistance or other affordable housing program funds. The City should develop an onboarding
process including affordable housing training and City budget training for members. Committee members
who intend to apply for City funding will not be eligible to vote on the allocation of funding or participate in
the review of applications.
Designating or establishing a committee with this structure would provide a clear mandate for City
leadership to guide funding decisions, supported by City staff and community members. This will help the
City deploy funds to meet its housing needs. The recommended CAHF committee will ensure that the
community’s voices are included in decisions about the use of City funds to support affordable housing,
provide an improved process to manage and eliminate conflicts of interest, and create a forum for direct
engagement and collaboration between City staff, community members, and housing professionals.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

A Housing Trust Fund (HTF) is a
locally-controlled fund dedicated to
support affordable housing
programs. Charlottesville’s HTF is
called the Charlottesville Affordable
Housing Fund (CAHF) and is the
primary vehicle for local funding to
support affordable housing subsidy.
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Governance | Charlottesville Affordable Housing Fund Committee
Racial Equity Empowering community members impacted by Charlottesville’s housing

IMPLEMENTATION

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

investments, including BIPOC, will help the City to advance racial equity in housing through
its investments. The CAHF Committee must support and affirm the City’s commitment to
racial equity in housing. An onboarding process will be critical to ensure that community
members are prepared to participate fully in making budget recommendations.

CAHF Committee Overview
Membership

9 members
• 3 affordable housing providers
and advocates
• 3 affordable housing residents or
beneficiaries
• 3 City staff
• Should include no more than 3
HAC members

Comprehensive Approach While the HAC is charged with taking a more comprehensive

Responsibility

Lead and Partners
City Manager and Council
Committee Members

Provide City Council with
recommendations about the
budget and use of CAHF funds.
Comment and make
recommendations on scoring &
selection criteria, with final criteria
set by City staff.
Review & comment on funding
award selections, with final
selections made by City staff.

City Staff Role

Substantive

Terms &
Appointment

TBD

Regional Collaboration It should be the goal of the City and the CAHF committee to

develop a regional Housing Trust Fund that can use be used to support the development of
affordable housing within the region. The City and the CAHF committee should also engage
the University of Virginia to identify opportunities to make joint investments in affordable
housing.

view of housing policy in Charlottesville, the CAHF Committee will be primarily concerned
with subsidy tools, but should have opportunities for discussion with the HAC and consider
opportunities for the City to allocate funding to support land use changes such as
subsidized ADUs, and to tenants’ rights tools such as paying into a legal services fund for
tenants facing eviction. The CAHF committee will make recommendations about the use of
CAHF funds to support a range of potential housing options for residents including rental
and ownership opportunities.

Timeframe
Immediate (within 1 year)
Funding Needs
None
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Example Models for Housing Trust Fund (HTF) Governance
Richmond Affordable Housing Trust
Fund Oversight Board
Richmond, VA

Atlanta Beltline Affordable Housing
Advisory Board
Atlanta, GA

Cambridge Affordable Housing Trust

Sample
Responsibilities

• Oversee the administration of the HTF
and programs funded by the HTF
• Evaluate loan and grant applications
• Submit an annual report and other
updates to City Council and Mayor
• Monitor compliance of funding
recipients
• Ensure fund sustainability

• Make recommendations to the City on
goals and policies related to the use of
the HTF
• Provide semi-annual reports to the City
Council and Mayor

• Advises on housing programs and
policies to City staff and leadership
• Sets criteria for reviewing proposals for
programs, policies, and developments
• Serves as the loan committee for
awarding of funds

Sample Rules

• Membership has staggered 3-year
terms
• Chaired by an appointed City Council
member (nonvoting)
• No funding may be awarded to
persons serving on the board or to
entities in which board members have
a personal interest

• Members serve 2-year terms with a 3term limit

• Membership appointed by City
Manager
• City Manager serves as an ex officio
member

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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A conflict of interest arises when there is a divergence between a CAHF Committee member’s private interests and their obligations to the CAHF Committee,
such that an independent observer might reasonably question whether the individual’s professional actions or decisions are determined by consideration
of personal gain, financial or otherwise. In order to avoid any potential conflict of interest with the mission of the CAHF Committee, the City and the CAHF
Committee should adopt a statement to guide the Committee on issues of potential influences on disclosure and recusal.
Example Conflict of Interest Policy
The function of the CAHF Committee is solely to provide perspective and advice to City staff and City Council on the use of CAHF funds. The CAHF
Committee does not have the authority to make decisions for the City.
The CAHF Committee has a duty to make recommendations in the interest of the public good, to both be, and to be perceived as, independent and credible
advocates for the CAHF without regard to the private interests of its CAHF Committee members.
Definition of conflict of interest: A conflict is any interest in a transaction or decision where a CAHF Committee member (including the member’s business or
other nonprofit affiliations); or a CAHF Committee member’s family, and/or significant other, close associates or employer will receive a benefit or gain.
Family should be defined as “parents, spouse/significant other, siblings, children, grandchildren, grandparents, aunts, uncles, and first cousins.” This policy
addresses two types of potential conflicts of interest: (1) conflicts related to project/program funding award recommendations and (2) conflicts related to
the creation of the annual allocation plan and/or programmatic policies/procedures/Requests for Proposals.
Conflicts related to project/program funding award recommendations: If a CAHF Committee member has a conflict of interest, such as a conflict regarding a
funding recommendation for a specific project under consideration by the Committee, the Affected member(s) will recuse themselves from relevant
Committee discussions and votes and absence themselves from the room during the relevant discussion (which shall be noted in the minutes).
Conflicts related to the creation of the annual allocation plan and/or programmatic policies/procedures/Requests for Proposals: If a CAHF Committee
member has a programmatic conflict of interest, such as may arise in the discussion of the Annual Allocation Plan, the member will disclose their interests
which may present a conflict or appearance of a conflict to the group at the beginning of the meeting. The member will immediately disclose any additional
conflicts which arise in the course of discussion. All conflict disclosures shall be noted in the minutes. When the Annual Allocation is presented for a vote,
the annual allocation plan will be voted by line item/activity. The member should recuse himself/herself from the portion of the vote related to the line
item/activity where the Member has a conflict.
Duty of Disclosure: Although members of the CAHF Committee serve in a purely advisory capacity, they will submit an annual written disclosure to the
Committee chair any private interests that may cast doubt, or even the appearance of doubt, on their ability to serve the CAHF Committee impartially,
disclose conflicts of interest in Committee meetings as described by this policy, and agree to be bound by this Conflict-of-Interest policy.
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CONTEXT

Realign priorities, increase capacity, and empower staff to be collaborative with
advocates and responsive to community needs.
The size of Charlottesville’s housing staff is appropriate for a small city, but the scale and
complexity of housing programs in Charlottesville is equal to that of a much larger city. There is a
culture in which City staff can be at odds with the development community and the advocacy community,
which limits the effectiveness of housing and development policies.

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

To ensure the successful implementation of the Affordable Housing Plan, Charlottesville needs to
increase the capacity of City staff to effectively administer its housing programs and manage development
processes, set clear priorities and measures of success for its programming, and make staff beholden to those
priorities. In addition, the City should:
•

Set annual production goals for City performance related to housing development and affordability,
and track metrics related to the impact of the City’s housing programs and development activity,
disaggregating data by race, ethnicity, and income level.

•

Assess the appropriate place for housing staff within City government—whether within Neighborhood
Development Services, within another department, or as a separate department or entity.

•

Assign a staff person to be the liaison or lead for affordable housing development, taking responsibility
for moving development through the approval and inspection process quickly and efficiently.

•

Incorporate City staff in the CAHF committee and encourage collaboration to set funding priorities.

•

Develop a standardized competitive process to award funding for affordable housing.

•

Work with affordable housing developers to reduce the cost of the development of affordable housing.

•

Provide clear communication about staff roles and City processes and priorities to external partners,
and clear paths for community feedback to the City.

•

Prioritize the recruitment of housing staff that reflect the communities served by housing programs.
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

IMPACTS

Governance | City Staff Capacity
Incorporating these changes into City processes related to development review,
neighborhood services, and housing affordability programs will enhance the City’s capacity
to advance the Affordable Housing Plan.

Racial Equity To successfully support racial equity in housing, Charlottesville’s Housing

staff and Neighborhood Development Services staff need to apply a racial equity lens to
decision-making, develop clear paths for community feedback to staff, and reflect the
diversity of Charlottesville’s residents.

Regional Collaboration City staff need to dedicate time to liaising with the City’s regional

City

City Housing Staff

Charlottesville, VA

Housing & Redevelopment
• Housing Program Coordinator
• Planner II/Grants Coordinator
• Redevelopment Manager

Richmond, VA

Housing & Community
Development
• Director & Deputy
• Management Analyst
• Homeless Prevention (5)
• Affordable Rental Housing &
Neighborhood
Transformations (3)
• Homeownership (4)

Raleigh, NC

Housing & Neighborhoods
• Director
• Community Development (26)
• Code Enforcement (28)
• Community Engagement (17)

Durham, NC

Community Development
• Director
• 23 staff in program
management, compliance,
community development, etc.

partners to align and collaborate on housing and planning activities.

Comprehensive Approach City staff will need to work across departments and
specializations to jointly address land use, subsidy, and tenants’ rights.

Lead and Partners
Housing Staff
Neighborhood Development Services
City Manager and Council
IMPLEMENTATION

Housing Staff in Charlottesville & Other Cities

Action Items
1. The City will set goals for development and housing programs, review current staffing,
and make changes to accommodate new priorities and increase staff capacity. This
should include hiring or designating an affordable housing liaison for developers.
2. The City will establish standardized competitive funding processes or administrative
capacity for each program as appropriate.
3. The City will track its performance against established goals on production and cost per
home.
Timeframe
Immediate (within 1 year)
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Housing Advisory Committee (HAC)

Charlottesville Affordable Housing
Fund (CAHF) Committee

City Housing Staff

Role

The HAC will monitor affordable housing issues in
Charlottesville and the implementation of the
Affordable Housing Plan. Based on this work, the
HAC will make recommendations to City Council
about policy priorities, advise on existing housing
priorities (homeownership, homelessness, etc.),
recommend new programs or tools, such as an
acquisition fund, land bank, or inclusionary
zoning and educate the broader public on
Charlottesville’s affordable housing challenges
and the programs in place to address them. The
HAC will champion the Affordable Housing Plan
and issue an annual report on affordable housing
in Charlottesville.

The CAHF Committee is responsible for
overseeing the use of CAHF funds. This
includes recommending the allocation of
the annual budget for the Charlottesville
Affordable Housing Fund across the
City’s programs. In addition, the CAHF
committee will set scoring criteria and
targeting
recommendations
for
programs funded through the CAHF, and
review City staff recommendations for
fund awards.

The role of the City’s housing staff will be
to implement the recommendations of
City Council as informed by the HAC and
the CAHF committee. City staff will
manage a competitive solicitation and
award process for City-funded housing
programs, by issuing solicitations, scoring
applications, and negotiating agreements
with selected applicants. In addition, staff
will lead the design and implementation
of programs in collaboration with other
City departments as appropriate.

Membership

10-15 members
• 2-3 affordable housing providers (recipients of
City funds)
• 2-3 real estate professionals (may include
brokers, lenders, developers, architects, etc.)
• 2-3 at-large community members
• 2-3
affordable
housing
residents
or
beneficiaries
• 2-3 regional representatives

9 members
• 3 affordable housing providers and
advocates
• 3 affordable housing residents or
beneficiaries
• 3 City staff
• Should include no more than 3 HAC
members

Not Applicable

Terms &
Appointment

Council-appointed, keeping the current two-year
terms, with a limit of four consecutive terms.

To Be Determined

Not Applicable
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RECOMMENDED CHANGES

CONTEXT

Establish clear, transparent, and competitive processes to award grants and
loans for affordable housing.
Charlottesville provides funding in the form of grants and loans to support a range of affordable
housing programs. Currently, requests for gap financing for new Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC)
developments are reviewed by the City on a case-by-case basis; Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
and HOME funds requests are awarded through a Request for Proposals process overseen by a CDBG/HOME
taskforce, and requests for funding from the Charlottesville Affordable Housing Fund (CAHF) are made based
on a Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) and application process, with off-cycle funding requests reviewed
on a case-by-case basis. Scoring criteria for CAHF fund applications include the number of homes developed
or preserved that are affordable to households earning less than 80% of AMI, project readiness, and the
leveraging of CAHF funds, as well as the project’s support for the housing goals in the comprehensive plan.
The relative weight or importance of these scoring criteria, and thresholds for performance, are not specified
in the application materials for CAHF funds. Particularly for LIHTC development, the level of subsidy required
on a per home basis appears high and warrants a closer evaluation.
Establishing clearer criteria and processes, particularly for development loans for LIHTC and loans
and grant awards from the CAHF, will help the City better align the use of its funds with its affordable
housing goals and underwriting priorities. In particular, the City should make the following changes:
•

Work with the CAHF committee to enumerate target funding amounts by program type each
year (e.g. LIHTC gap financing, homeownership programs, housing preservation).

•

Establish a request-for-proposals (RFP) process for funds that clearly defines scoring criteria
including target affordability levels and leverage of CAHF funds. In particular for LIHTC development
funding requests, establish clear and competitive thresholds for the amount of local subsidy per home,
location of project, and other criteria as relevant to City goals. Organizations competing for City
funding will not be allowed to vote on budget allocations or awards.
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GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

IMPACTS

(CONT’D)

Governance | Standardized Competitive Funding Processes
•

Score projects based on applicant’s organizational and financial capacity and experience, efficiency and leverage of funds, alignment with
public policy goals, and inclusion of community representation.

•

Produce an annual report on the investment and impact of funds, noting metrics related to City goals including reducing racial disparities
and production or preservation of homes by affordability level.

Incorporating these changes into City funding processes will enhance the City’s capacity to advance the Affordable Housing Plan and ensure that
public expenditures are underwritten in line with City affordable housing goals to maximize potential impacts.

Racial Equity To successfully support racial equity in housing, the City and CAHF committee should ensure that all projects and organizations funded

help to advance Charlottesville’s racial equity goals, through community representation in decision-making, prioritization of the use of funds, and
minimizing potential barriers to access.

Regional Collaboration If the City pursues regional funding opportunities through a regional housing trust fund, it should incorporate similar
processes to ensure the efficient use of funds within the region.
Lead and Partners
Housing Staff
CAHF Committee
City Manager and Council
Action Items
1. The City will conduct a review of existing scoring, evaluation, administration, and reporting processes and revise or replace as appropriate.
2. The City will work with the CAHF committee to establish allocation targets, production goals, and regular reporting for the use of CAHF funds.
3. The City will track its performance against established goals.
Timeframe
Immediate (within 1 year)
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Sample HTF Allocation Plan

Sample LIHTC Project Scoring Criteria

Program

30%
AMI

50%
AMI

LIHTC Gap Financing

33%

66%

Owner-Occupied Rehab

50%

Down Payment Assistance
Emergency Rental Assistance

80%

Administrative Costs
Total

20%

80%
AMI

Total
$2,500,000

50%

$500,000

100%

$1,000,000
$500,000
$5,000,000

To ensure that City funds support the City’s goals and commitment to racial
equity, it will be critical to track metrics related to city-funded developments
and programs.
Program Impact and Cost (e.g. number of homes, cost per unit, local
subsidy per unit, total subsidy per unit, tenure type, length of
affordability, affordability level)

•

Beneficiary Data (e.g. race, location, income, household size)

•

Alignment (e.g. were regional partners involved?, does funding
recipient include diverse community representation in decision-making?,
does this program complement other tools as part of a comprehensive
approach?)

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Points

Comments

Development Team Experience

7

Site Control and Zoning

8

Organization Financial Information

10

Program & Construction Design

25

Incl. provision of home
buyer education &
design compatibility

Type of Activity

5

New construction vs.
rehab

Project Financial Information

25

Request as % of total
cost, leverage of funds

Alignment with City Goals

15

E.g. location near main
transit lines

Developer Fee from HTF

5

$500,000

Metrics for Evaluation of Programs

•

Category

Bonus Points

Varies

Incl. universal design or
green design, providing
deeper affordability
(e.g. more 30% AMI
homes)
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Land Use

Land Use | Purpose
Land use policies shape where housing is located, what housing looks like, and how much housing is built. These tools
should serve to…
Increase access to opportunity.
Land use policies should create more housing in areas of opportunity such as near main transit lines, jobs, or in mixed-income neighborhoods, but must
also be designed to prevent displacement of low-income residents due to increased investment and rising housing costs.
Redress racial segregation.
Historically, land use policies across the U.S. have used overtly racist covenants to deny homebuying opportunities to non-white Americans. Single-family
zoning is a reflection of this practice. Revising single-family zoning to increase the supply of affordably priced housing in areas of opportunity is a critical
step to undoing the legacy of racial segregation and entrenched wealth inequities.
Increase housing supply to limit market pressure on rents and home prices.
The City of Charlottesville and Albemarle County are expected to add 15,000 households by 2040.1 Housing prices are growing rapidly as demand exceeds
supply. The region must build more housing to prevent pricing pressure, and to ensure that residents have equitable options to access schools, access jobs,
and age in place.
Support affordability without additional demands on local funding.
Land use tools can allow cities to influence the quantity, location, and affordability of housing without needing to monetarily subsidize new development.
Decreasing development costs and increasing density increase the financial feasibility of developing both market-rate and affordable housing—especially in
areas of opportunity.

1. Comprehensive Regional Housing Study and Needs Assessment, TJPDC
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Land Use | Limitations
Land use changes can be difficult to implement and have limited ability to impact housing accessibility for the lowest
income residents. The plan must acknowledge that land use tools…
Will not decrease rent.
Increasing the supply of housing can limit the increases in rent or housing costs, but typically will not drive rents lower, largely due to the costs of
development and premium on rent for new construction.
May create unintended development pressures.
Increasing the development allowable by right makes land more valuable and attractive to investors. This can cause displacement pressures, particularly in
neighborhoods with a high percentage of renters. Up-zoning must therefore be undertaken primarily in areas where these pressures will be limited.
Will not meet the needs of extremely low-income households.
Significant subsidy is needed to produce homes affordable to low-income residents, particularly those earning 30% of Area Median Income or less. Land
use policies alone cannot increase the availability of these affordable homes.
Can face political and public approval barriers.
Easing development restrictions and reducing discretionary control over land use decreases neighborhood control over the density and form of new
development. Successfully implementing land use reforms can require an ongoing commitment to community outreach and communication, as well as
political will to enact proposed changes.
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Land Use | Recommendations
Charlottesville should revise its regulations and development approval processes to increase the supply of
housing and slow the increase in housing cost, while protecting lower income and other marginalized communities.
In particular, the City should implement the following recommended changes to its land use tools:
Multifamily By-Right

Change zoning and development processes to increase the production of multifamily housing and
expand feasible by-right development, and advocate for similar changes throughout the region, to
begin to reverse entrenched patterns of racial segregation.

“Soft Density” By-Right

Change the City’s zoning to allow “soft density” in single-family neighborhoods while limiting
displacement of low-income communities.

Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)

Increase the flexibility to permit Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) development and provide public
funding to support affordability.

Inclusionary Zoning

Create a mandatory inclusionary zoning policy to increase the production of affordable homes as
part of new development.

Replicating these land use changes within the urban ring will be critical to the success of the City’s land use tools by expanding their impacts on
the regional housing market. The City should collaborate with Albemarle County to implement zoning and land use changes throughout the urban ring.
The remainder of this chapter provides additional detail on recommended policy changes, as well as the implementation needs and anticipated impacts of
these changes, and examples of how other communities have used similar tools to support housing affordability.
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Land Use | Multifamily By-Right Zoning

IMPACTS

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

CONTEXT

Change zoning and development processes to increase the production of
multifamily housing and expand feasible by-right development, and advocate for
similar regional changes, to begin to reverse entrenched patterns of racial segregation.
Charlottesville’s current zoning and development policies limit the production of multifamily housing
and mixed-use properties. The City needs more housing for renters of all incomes, but only three percent of the
City’s acreage is zoned for multifamily, and development feasibility in these areas is limited. The City’s zoning limits
the production and increases the cost to develop multifamily housing. Land use reform has historically faced
opposition in Charlottesville, but it is crucial to accommodate growth and meet residents’ housing needs.
The City should revise its zoning and approvals processes in order to increase by-right multifamily
development. In addition, the City should support the development of enough housing to accommodate planned
growth. Revisions should include:
•
Where multifamily is allowed, restructure restrictions on height, density, setbacks, and parking to ensure
that multifamily and mixed-use development is feasible by-right without a special use permit.
•

Identify commercial and single-family areas suitable for rezoning to allow multifamily development in
more neighborhoods, particularly those that are or will be served by transit, while mitigating
displacement pressure in low-income neighborhoods.

•

Revise approval processes to limit and focus discretionary control and reduce approval times.

•

Work closely with Albemarle County to make parallel zoning changes that will enhance the provision of
multifamily housing within the urban ring.

•

Establish a mandatory inclusionary zoning policy as part of any revision to the multifamily zoning.

“By-right” refers to development
that can be built without
requiring rezoning, a special use
permit, or other City approvals.
Allowing development by-right
makes development processes
more predictable and
streamlined, which encourages
new development.

Restructuring multifamily zoning and approval processes will increase the production of new housing in
Charlottesville and should stabilize rents through increased supply. Encouraging the development of
multifamily housing in areas near employment or transit will create denser urban nodes. To stabilize rents and
increase housing supply, these changes must be implemented in the City and within the urban ring. These changes
should also be made in tandem with establishing an inclusionary zoning policy.
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IMPLEMENTATION

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Racial Equity Zoning has historically been a tool to create and enforce racial segregation, so zoning reform is essential to building racial equity into
housing in Charlottesville. To successfully align with this guiding principle, the zoning changes must increase access to housing near major transit lines
and employment centers while limiting displacement pressures in low- and moderate-income neighborhoods.

Regional Collaboration Development of multifamily housing needs to occur within the surrounding county, as well as the city, and any regional

development must be supported by transit and other infrastructure. The City can and should leverage existing regional partnerships, including the
Regional Housing Partnership, to identify opportunities to coordinate in encouraging multifamily by-right development. This may include developing
small area plans or joint land use plans for multi-jurisdictional areas.

Comprehensive Approach Additional multifamily development will help to increase the supply of housing and stabilize rents in Charlottesville, but it

cannot increase the supply of housing affordable to low-income families. However, multifamily by-right zoning is an important precursor and support
for improving the impacts of inclusionary zoning and other tools that more directly increase the supply of subsidized housing.
Lead and Partners
Neighborhood Development Services
Planning Commission
City Manager and Council
Cville Plans Together
Action Steps
1. Working with the Charlottesville community, the City and Cville Plans Together will identify suitable areas for multifamily zoning and other changes
needed to the land use map and zoning code.
2. The City will review development review and approvals processes and make changes as needed to align with recommendations.
3. The City will work with Albemarle County to enact similar zoning changes within the urban ring.
4. The City will develop and deploy an anti-NIMBY public education campaign.
Timeframe
Immediate (within 1 year)
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Land Use | “Soft Density” By-Right

IMPACTS

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

CONTEXT

Change the City’s zoning to allow “soft density” in single-family neighborhoods
while limiting displacement of low-income communities.
While “soft density” exists in many places throughout the city, the majority of Charlottesville is currently
zoned for single-family development only. Single-family zoning has historically been a tool to create and
enforce segregation, and the legacy of these policies persists in Charlottesville. “Soft density” zoning
increases the supply of housing in single-family neighborhoods by allowing for smaller homes. “Soft density”
zoning allows for housing typologies like duplexes, triplexes, and townhomes to coexist within single-family
neighborhoods.
As part of the zoning code update, Charlottesville should identify single-family neighborhoods
suitable for “soft density”.
•

Expanded zoning should increase the availability of housing in single-family neighborhoods that have
historically had exclusionary zoning, while minimizing displacement from low-income neighborhoods.

•

In addition to allowing more types of housing, the update should consider opportunities to reduce
minimum lot sizes and parking requirements, as well as to make other changes that support the
development of smaller and more affordable housing options.

•

These changes should be reflected in the City’s subdivision ordinance in addition to the zoning code.

•

Identify incentives (property tax rebates, public funding, design flexibility) to support the development
of affordable housing as part of new soft density development.

“By-right” refers to development
that can be built without requiring
rezoning, a special use permit, or
other City approvals. Allowing
development by-right makes
development processes more
predictable and streamlined, which
encourages new development.
“Soft density” or “missing middle”
housing refers to small multi-unit
housing, such as townhomes,
duplexes, triplexes, and quadplexes. See pages 84 – 85 for
additional information about “soft
density”.

The goal of “soft density” zoning is expanding access and lowering the cost of entry for residents to
move to historically exclusionary neighborhoods, while limiting displacement pressures due to rising
property values in low-income neighborhoods. Allowing new development types in single-family
neighborhoods will not threaten existing single-family neighborhood form or character, but rather will create
new opportunities for infill and redevelopment.
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Racial Equity Zoning has historically been a tool to create and enforce racial segregation, so zoning reform is essential to building racial equity into

housing in Charlottesville, particularly for single-family neighborhoods. To successfully align with this guiding principle, the zoning changes must limit
displacement pressures in low- and moderate-income neighborhoods. Soft density can also increase access to homeownership by increasing the
availability of smaller homes.

Regional Collaboration The City can and should leverage existing regional partnerships to identify opportunities to coordinate in encouraging “soft

density” development. This may include working with the University of Virginia to coordinate the provision of soft density development in Universityadjacent neighborhoods or developing small area plans or joint land use plans to support soft density within the urban ring.

Comprehensive Approach Adding allowed density in single-family neighborhoods will be an important complement to multifamily zoning changes and

IMPLEMENTATION

will bolster the impacts of subsidy programs to support affordable homeownership by creating new homes in existing neighborhoods.
Lead and Partners
Neighborhood Development Services
Planning Commission
City Manager and Council
Cville Plans Together

Action Steps
1. Working with the public, the City and Cville Plans Together will identify suitable areas for soft density zoning and other changes needed to the land
use map and zoning code.
2. The City will review development review and approvals processes and make changes as needed to align with recommendations.
3. The City will work with Albemarle County to enact similar zoning changes within the urban ring.
4. The City will evaluate and implement necessary changes to the subdivision ordinance to align with adopted zoning changes.
5. The City will develop and deploy an anti-NIMBY public education campaign.
Timeframe
Immediate (within 1 year)
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What is “Soft Density”?
“Soft density” refers to a range of types of housing that are contextual within single-family neighborhoods but accommodate multiple households. Typically
this includes attached single-family development (townhomes) as well as two- to four-unit homes.

Detached SingleFamily Home

Townhome

Duplex

Triplex or Quad

Mid-rise Apartment

“Soft Density” or “Missing Middle” Housing
Increasing Density
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Case Study | Expanding Housing Choices – Durham, NC
New housing construction in Durham has fallen short of population growth since 2010. As the city continues to grow, demand for housing has increased,
and caused prices to jump. The amount of developable land left is limited, and the market has already forced many people to the surrounding counties
because they cannot afford or find the type of housing they want. To help stabilize housing prices and reduce economic displacement in Durham,
the City approved the “Expanding Housing Choices” initiative to allow for higher density within the Urban Tier neighborhoods of Durham in September
2019.
The initiative proposed changes to the zoning code to allow for duplexes to be developed on single-family lots and for the creation of small-lot
options. Prior to this change, missing middle housing could only be developed in 8% of the county without special government approval. Additionally, the
initiative intends to align duplexes and attached single-family homes with detached single-family standards. The “Expanding Housing Choices” effort also
includes a developer density bonus, enabling developers to increase the size of projects in exchange for allotting homes for lower-income residents.
Through this initiative, the City hopes to see a 10% increase in the number of homes produced per year to 140 homes per year by 2024. Other cities,
like Portland and Minneapolis, also have “soft density” by-right initiatives that have been successful at increasing housing density within neighborhoods.

Source: The Raleigh News & Observer, City of Durham, Zillow
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Land Use | Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)

IMPACTS

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES

CONTEXT

Increase the flexibility to permit Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) development and
provide public funding to support affordability.
Charlottesville currently allows ADUs in most neighborhoods, with restrictions. However, ADUs have
limited impact on affordable housing, due to the cost and complexity of building them, limitations on
eligibility, and the use of ADUs as Short-Term Rentals. Recent proposals from City staff have sought to change
the rules governing ADUs.
The City should amend its current ADU ordinance to make development approval easier to obtain
and dedicate funding to make units affordable. To broaden the impact of ADUs on housing affordability,
the City should:
•

Increase the number of lots on which ADUs can feasibly be built by adopting proposed changes to
allow ADUs in University zoning districts, increase the maximum height, and eliminate off-street
parking requirements.

Accessory Dwelling Units are
additional living quarters located on
single-family lots, with the living
spaces independent from the
primary home. ADUs, sometimes
called mother-in-law units, can be
built as separate structures or as a
part of the primary structure.

Dedicate funding to provide affordable financing for the construction of ADUs in exchange for making
units affordable to renters earning up to 60% of Area Median Income.
Using both policy and funding to support ADUs will expand the number of ADUs in Charlottesville
while producing affordable rental units. Programs in other cities including Portland and Minneapolis have
demonstrated that ADUs will only support affordability if funding is available to develop affordable units. The
increase in ADUs alone will modestly contribute to the availability of rental units in high-opportunity singlefamily neighborhoods. Paired with subsidy, it will also provide some income-restricted affordable rental units.
•
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GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

Land Use | Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)
Racial Equity Increasing the number and affordability of ADUs should increase housing accessibility in historically exclusionary neighborhoods.
Regional Collaboration University collaboration will be important to expand the provision of ADUs in University residential neighborhoods, as
appropriate. The City can also work with regional partners to replicate successes.

Comprehensive Approach The recommended actions blend land use changes and subsidy to support affordability through ADUs.
Lead and Partners
Neighborhood Development Services
Planning Commission
City Manager and Council
Cville Plans Together
CAHF Committee
Action Steps
1. The City and Cville Plans Together will identify height, parking, and setback changes.
2. Following engagement and communication about proposed changes, the City will adopt a revised ADU ordinance.
3. The new CAHF committee (a recommendation within this document) will set priorities for the use of funds and determine the level of funding for
affordable ADUs.
4. The City will issue an RFP and manage ADU subsidy funds, directly or through a nonprofit manager.
Timeframe
Near Term (within 18 months)
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Case Study | Boston Home Center ADU Loan, Boston, MA
In 2017, The Boston Planning & Development Agency (BPDA) approved a pilot program for the neighborhoods of the Jamaica Plain, Greater Mattapan, and
East Boston, to allow owner occupants to create ADUs within their homes. This 18-month program was intended to increase affordable housing options,
create safer living arrangements, and support multi-generational family arrangements, as well as opportunities to age in place. To make ADU construction
more affordable, the Boston Home Center offers loans that provide gap funding for qualified program participants. The Home Center ADU loan is a zeropercent interest deferred payment loan of up to $30,000 for home renovations. These loans have no monthly payments, and does not come due for
repayment until the owner sells, transfers ownership, or undertakes a cash-out refinancing of the home.
To qualify for a Home Center loan, applicants must first be approved for an Additional Dwelling Unit (ADU) permit. Applicants must also have a household
income at or below 135% of the Area Median Income. If an applicant’s income is between 120-135%, the applicant must provide a dollar-for-dollar match of
the loan amount.
By February 2019, 55 applications were filed, and 12 permits issued, the majority of which were basement conversions. In April 2019, the BPDA approved a
text amendment to make this program permanent and citywide. Mayor Walsh also announced an expansion of $650,000 for the Home Center ADU
loan program.

Source: The Boston Planning & Development Agency
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ADU Programs: Financial Assistance
Over the past few years, cities and counties around
the country have been rolling out financing tools to
assist and incentivize the development of ADUs.
Nationwide, these local ADU loan programs are
getting off the ground in “pilot” phases and are
continually evolving. Major differences between
offerings include:
1. Whether the product is an interest-bearing
loan, a forgivable loan, or a grant;
2. Maximum loan amount (higher vs. lower LTV);
and
3. Requirements on borrowers to rent-restrict
the ADUs (affordability level and term).
The difference in the products reflect differences in
local policy goals, public resources for the
programs, and borrower demographics. These
products are typically developed after community
outreach to determine need and interest.
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Boston
Affordability
Requirement

None

Santa Cruz
<= 80% AMI

Santa Cruz
Senior
Program

Los Angeles

San Jose
(proposed)

<= 60% AMI

<80% AMI

<=120% AMI
$20,000
forgivable
loan

Maximum Loan
Amount

$30,000

$40,000

$80,000

$10,000
grant

Loan term

Repayable
upon sale
or transfer

20 years,
Deferred

30 years,
Deferred

3 years

Forgivable
after 5 years

Interest Rate

0%

3%

3%

0%

0%

Other
Requirements

Borrower
must
incomequalify

n/a

Borrowers
must be
seniors (62+)

Must
participate in
regular
check-ins

Affordability
level set
based on size
of ADU

Lending Partner

Boston
Home
Center

County of
Santa Cruz

County of
Santa Cruz

City of LA

Housing
Trust of
Silicon Valley
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ADU Programs: Design Assistance
Design can be one of the biggest hurdles for homeowners
considering adding an ADU. By creating a menu of ADU concepts
that can be customized by applicants, the City can help reduce the
barrier to entry for homeowners. An initial step taken by both the
City of Boston and the County of Santa Cruz in launching their ADU
programs was to identify a set of typologies that were most likely to
be built based on physical characteristics of the local housing stock.
Boston published diagrams to help potential applicants understand
whether their homes were compatible with ADUs, and defining the
different ADU configurations that may be possible, including within
the envelope of an existing home (“carve-out ADUs”). The County of
Santa Cruz took this concept and design legwork a step further,
working with architects to publish designs and sample floor plans
for several different ADU typologies of various sizes.

Sample design and floor plan for “Detached ADU over garage” concept

Sample design and floor plan for “Garage Conversion ADU” concept
Source: County of Santa Cruz
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ADU Programs: Permitting Assistance
Boston: Boston’s pilot program showed a significant drop-off
between interested homeowners and those who successfully
completed the permitting process at the end of the pilot period. The
City conducted participant outreach to determine that the most
common reasons for this drop off were time lags between required
reviews and moving between steps in a complex permitting process.
Following the pilot program, the City worked to streamline the ADU
process, reducing the number of City administrative approvals and
increasing the amount of upfront information available through the
city website.
San Jose: The City of San Jose has also streamlined its building
permit process for ADUs to meet the Mayor’s goal of becoming “the
State’s friendliest ADU city.” The City has implemented an express
review service on Tuesdays, where homeowners can make
appointments to meet directly with city staff for a single,
comprehensive review of their ADU application. If no revisions are
needed, homeowners could potentially walk out with a building
permit in less than 90 minutes.

Boston Pilot Process 2017

Boston Streamlined
Process 2020
Review details about ADU
process on City website

Step 1: Apply to the ADU
Program
Review Scheduled
Step 2: Attend a Preliminary
Review

Attend an optional ADU review
Step 1: Apply for an ADU
through Inspectional Services
Permit Issued

Pass Preliminary Review
Step 3: Attend a Final
Review at Inspectional
Services to receive a permit

Apply for ADU loan
Step 2: Begin Construction

Permit Issued
Apply for ADU loan
Step 4: Begin Construction

Source: City of Boston, City of San Jose
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ADU Programs: Engagement & Outreach
Successful ADU programs include hands-on technical assistance and ongoing communications with homeowners.

Points of Contact with the Community
Assessing Interest

Homeowner Education

Affordability Compliance

Surveying Homeowners

Design & Permitting Support

Compliance

San Jose: San Jose is currently
conducting a survey of
homeowners in the city that will
assess level of interest in
constructing an ADU, financial
need, and a palatable balance
between loan amount and
affordability requirement. The
results of the survey will inform the
terms of City’s financial assistance.

Boston: Boston holds monthly public
workshops in order to provide
feedback on design, financing, and
construction in advance of a permit
application. Many homeowners need
hands-on guidance to comply with
code standards, and hosting
workshops helps to alleviate the timeburden of this homeowner support on
staff.

For programs with affordability
requirements tied to financial
assistance, cities will often help
homeowners identify eligible
tenants.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Homeowners are typically asked
to self-report and provide tenant
income certifications each year
which are reviewed by the City.

Ongoing ADU Marketing

Ongoing Program
Marketing
All programs have conducted
targeted marketing prior to
launching and continue to
identify channels to spread
the word about the benefits
of ADUs and the city’s
offerings.
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ADU Programs: “One-Stop Shops”
Many homeowners, including seniors, require turnkey services, and cities must find partners with the skills and capacity to assist.
County of Santa Cruz “My House, My Home” Program with Habitat
The County of Santa Cruz designed a program called “My House, My
Home,” a partnership with Habitat for Humanity that would allow seniors
to access additional grant funding and request construction support
through the local Habitat chapter. As of early 2020, the County of Santa
Cruz is ending their partnership with Habitat and looking for a new
partner, recognizing that partners require significant capacity to
help seniors navigate the entirety of the design, permitting, construction,
and management.
San Mateo County ADU Pilot Program with Hello Housing
San Mateo County recently launched a three-year “one stop shop” pilot
program in three cities (Redwood City, Pacifica, and East Palo Alto) with a
nonprofit partner Hello Housing. The goal of the program is to provide
greater access to homeowners interested in ADUs. Hello Housing will help
homeowners plan their projects, obtain required permits, hire
contractors for ADU construction, ensure the project is managed and help
prepare homeowners to become landlords.

Flyer for Hello Housing’s San Mateo County “one stop shop” pilot

Source: San Mateo County Second Unit Resources Center, County of Santa Cruz
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IMPACTS

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

CONTEXT

Create a mandatory inclusionary zoning policy to increase the production of
affordable homes as part of new development.
New enabling legislation at the state level has given Charlottesville the ability to adopt an
inclusionary zoning policy. However, a strong multifamily market is a necessary precursor to ensure the
beneficial impacts of inclusionary zoning.
To increase the production of affordable rental homes, Charlottesville should implement an
inclusionary zoning policy. In order to be successful, inclusionary zoning must be used in markets
where new development is feasible and active, particularly multifamily development. In areas where
multifamily development is difficult, inclusionary zoning can deter developers and limit the production of new
housing. For that reason, it is essential that Charlottesville implement recommended changes to multifamily
development and study the impacts of those changes prior to adopting inclusionary zoning.

Inclusionary zoning policies require
developers to include affordable
homes in market-rate
developments, often in exchange for
incentives such as bonus density or
tax abatement. Page 96 provides
additional detail on inclusionary
zoning.

Important design considerations for an inclusionary zoning policy include:
•

The format and amount of incentives to offset lost rental income, such as a tax rebate or density
bonus.

•

The residential developments that will be subject to the inclusionary zoning policy, for instance all
multifamily and single-family developments with ten units or more.

•

The target share and affordability level of affordable homes.

•

The potential for developers to make a cash payment in lieu of providing affordable homes.

In a strong market, mandatory inclusionary zoning will both increase the provision of affordable rental
homes and support the development of mixed-income neighborhoods, which can advance access to
opportunity.
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GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

Racial Equity The City can and should design an inclusionary zoning policy that supports the development of mixed-income housing, particularly in
historically exclusionary neighborhoods.

Regional Collaboration Though other regional jurisdictions may not be able to implement mandatory inclusionary zoning, the City should ensure that
optional incentive zoning policies within the region do not run counter to its mandatory program.

Comprehensive Approach Inclusionary zoning will not produce a large number of affordable homes. Subsidy and other policy changes will be needed

IMPLEMENTATION

to reduce the City’s affordable housing gap.

Lead and Partners
Neighborhood Development Services
Albemarle County
Planning Commission
City Manager and Council
Action Steps
1. In conjunction with making changes to by-right zoning policies, the City will study the impacts these changes to evaluate the feasibility of
inclusionary zoning.
2. The City will design an inclusionary zoning policy, setting targets for the number and affordability level of homes and other parameters.
3. Following engagement and communication about proposed changes, the City will adopt an inclusionary zoning policy.
Timeframe
Immediate (within 1 year)
Funding Needs
None
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An IZ policy creates affordable homes within new market rate development.
Potential
Density Bonus

The design of an inclusionary zoning policy must consider the affordability of homes required,
appropriate incentives to offset developer costs, and administrative needs and processes.
Policy Components

Administration

Affordable
Homes
Requirement

Geography

Incentives

Administrative
Policy

Affordability Level

Mandatory IZ
Locations

Appropriate
Incentives

Process Guidelines

Voluntary IZ
Locations

Size of Incentives

Development
Approvals

Length of
Incentives

Program
Management

Original Project
•

•

Inclusionary zoning policies
require developers to include
affordable homes in market-rate
developments, often in exchange
for incentives such as bonus
density or tax abatement.
Rents for affordable homes are set
relative to the Area Median
Income (AMI), the household
income for the median household
in a region.
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Portion of Homes
Length of
Affordability
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Tenants’ Rights | Purpose and Limitations
Tenants’ rights tools help low-income renters hold power over their housing and counter predatory and unjust
practices. These tools should serve to…
Cushion market pressures on existing tenants to increase housing stability.
Particularly in areas with rising rents, tenants can be at risk of displacement. Rent control, restrictions on discrimination by source of income, and other
policies can help to mitigate this risk and prevent landlords from evicting or displacing low-income tenants.
Form an equitable and balanced relationship between landlords and tenants.
Landlords overwhelmingly have more monetary and legal power than tenants, such as in eviction court. Enhancing tenants’ rights can shift this balance of
power and give tenants facing eviction additional recourse.

Tenants’ rights policies are a necessary part of a comprehensive approach to housing but cannot be effective alone.
The plan must acknowledge that tenants’ rights tools…
Will not create new affordable homes.
Tenants’ rights tools do not create new housing or have substantial impact on the housing market. They also do not help tenants who cannot afford
housing.
Have limited potential due to restrictive state laws.
Virginia state laws are weighted heavily in favor of landlords. Local jurisdictions such as Charlottesville have a limited ability to shift or preempt statewide
laws.
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Tenants’ Rights | Recommendations
Charlottesville should change local policy and advocate at the state level to expand the City’s ability to support
tenants’ rights.
State law limits the actions that Charlottesville can take to advance tenants’ rights, but the City can provide enhanced protections for renters for programs
in which it provides funding, and advocate at the state level for legislative changes. In particular, the City should implement the following recommended
actions and policy changes:
Developments Receiving City Assistance

Require housing developments that receive City funding (directly as subsidy, or indirectly
through infrastructure improvements) to provide enhanced tenants’ rights.

Right to Counsel

Dedicate funding for the provision of legal services for tenants facing eviction and establish a
citywide right to counsel in eviction cases.

Just Cause Eviction

Advocate for enabling legislation to support just cause evictions and to make other
changes to the state’s eviction process.

Rent Control

Advocate for enabling legislation to enact rent control in Charlottesville.

The remainder of this chapter provides additional detail on recommended policy changes, as well as the implementation needs and anticipated impacts of
these changes, and examples of how other communities have used similar tools to support housing affordability.
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Tenants’ Rights | Developments Receiving City Assistance

CONTEXT

Require housing developments that receive City funding or discretionary approvals to
provide enhanced tenants’ rights.
Charlottesville is limited in the tenants’ rights policies it can implement citywide, but the City has
more leverage over projects receiving City support in the form of direct project funding, or funding for
required infrastructure improvements. Projects that receive City assistance can therefore be subject to
greater tenants’ rights requirements.

IMPACTS

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

As part of a comprehensive approach to affordable housing, the City should require enhanced
tenants’ rights provisions for new residential developments that receive City funding. This may include:
• Enabling tenants’ rights to organize.
• Guaranteeing just cause eviction protections.
• Agreeing to mediation or to referring tenants to legal services when an eviction is filed.
• Committing to provide Tenant Opportunity to Purchase (TOP), or the “right of first refusal” at the time
of a property transfer, allowing tenants the opportunity to collectively bargain to purchase the
buildings they live in.
As the multifamily market improves over the longer term, the City can also make these requirements of
multifamily developments that receive discretionary approvals such as zoning changes or negotiate
development agreements. Development agreements should formalize these requirements, and property
owners should provide sample tenant agreements that codify these rights.
Placing additional requirements on projects receiving public funds will increase the impacts of
public funding used for affordable housing and help to increase protections for affordable housing
residents, as well as potentially for renters in market-rate housing. Enhanced housing stability should lead to
better long-term outcomes for tenants.
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Tenants’ Rights | Developments Receiving City Assistance
Racial Equity Weak tenants’ rights provisions in Virginia are a direct legacy of policies that disenfranchised Black residents and prioritized the rights of

landlords. Improving tenants’ rights where possible is therefore necessary to support racial equity. To ensure the impacts of this program reduce racial
inequity, the City should monitor impacts and disaggregate data by race of renters to ensure there are no barriers to BIPOC tenants.

Regional Collaboration Extending this policy within the urban ring will be an important way to increase its impacts and build housing security for
residents in and around Charlottesville.

Comprehensive Approach Leveraging public funds or approvals to secure tenants’ rights for new development is one of the most direct ways that the
City can enhance housing security and advance rights for its residents in order to advance a comprehensive approach to affordable housing.

Lead and Partners
City of Charlottesville
Developers
Action Steps
1. Identify the tenants’ rights that will be required of any development receiving public subsidy.
2. Communicate new requirements to developers, and include enhanced tenants’ rights in development agreements for qualifying projects.
Timeframe
Near Term (within 18 months)
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Tenants’ Rights | Right to Counsel

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES

CONTEXT

Dedicate funding for the provision of legal services for tenants facing eviction and
establish a citywide right to counsel in eviction cases.
Virginia laws prevent the City from establishing the right to counsel directly, but cities can provide
funding for legal services for tenants facing eviction. Richmond has introduced a pilot program to reduce
eviction using pro bono attorneys as in-court mediators, coupled with financial literacy education.
Charlottesville cannot fully replicate Richmond’s program but can provide funding for residents to access legal
aid services.
The City of Charlottesville should dedicate funding to support a citywide right to counsel for
eviction cases. Such a program should:
• Stipulate eligibility by income.
• Identify pro bono representation to supplement City-funded support.
• Design a suite of supporting services that help tenants stay in housing and out of court long-term,
which may include funding for mediation or court appearances.

IMPACTS

The funding should be awarded to a qualified provider using a transparent and competitive process.
Providing tenants with a right to counsel will balance tenant-landlord power within court. One
study in Massachusetts has found that two-thirds of tenants with an attorney are able to stay in their homes,
compared to one-third of tenants who represent themselves. Moreover, the cost of city-funded legal
representation is typically far lower than the costs to provide shelters and services for unsheltered homeless
residents who have been evicted. Eviction can be a long-term detriment to families and can cause increased
housing insecurity by making it difficult to find housing, so eviction prevention is essential to building longterm stability for low- and moderate-income renters.
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Tenants’ Rights | Right to Counsel
Racial Equity Weak tenants’ rights provisions in Virginia are a direct legacy of policies that disenfranchised Black residents and prevented Black

homeownership. Improving tenants’ rights where possible is therefore necessary to support racial equity. To ensure the impacts of this program
reduce racial inequity, the City should disaggregate participation data by race of renters to ensure there are no barriers to accessing legal assistance.

Regional Collaboration The City should work with the Regional Housing Partnership to evaluate opportunities to jointly or separately extend this

program to neighboring jurisdictions.

Comprehensive Approach Funding for legal services for tenants facing eviction is one of the most direct ways that the City can enhance housing
security for its residents to advance a comprehensive approach.

Lead and Partners
Legal Aid Justice Center or other partner
CAHF Committee
City Manager and Council
Action Steps
1. Pending CAHF Committee recommendation, the City will dedicate funding for legal services for residents facing eviction.
2. The City will work with the Legal Aid Justice Center or another organization to design and implement a legal services program.
Timeframe
Near Term (within 18 months)
Funding Needs
$200K for one full-time lawyer
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Tenants’ Rights | Right to Counsel
Case Study | Minneapolis Eviction Defense Program
There are more than 3,000 court-ordered evictions a year in Minneapolis, and an estimated 3,000 more through voluntary compliance with “notices to
vacate” by tenants who do not know their rights. Tenants go largely unrepresented in these cases, but in the 10% of cases where they do have
representation tenants have a far higher likelihood of winning or settling the evictions and clearing them from the record.
In 2018, Minneapolis launched a pro bono eviction defense program. This program created a new partnership between the Volunteer Lawyers Network,
Mid-Minnesota Legal Aid, and a dozen law firms with the commitment to take on pro bono eviction defense cases. Through this partnership, the city
intends to increase tenant representation to 20%.
To support this program, the mayor proposed allocating $150,000 for city-funded counsel to represent low-income tenants facing eviction. In 2019, due
to the success of the fund, the mayor allocated $650K to expand the program. This expansion of funding is intended to allow the organizations to expand
their legal aid beyond brief encounters at the courthouse to more formalized and consistent methods of representations.

Case Study | Washington, D.C. Right to Counsel Funding
The power imbalance in D.C.’s eviction court is significant; 95% of landlords have legal
representation, while 95% of tenants are unrepresented. In 2015, several law firms and legal services
organizations created a pro bono pilot project to provide legal services to tenants in eviction cases involving
subsidized housing. This pilot was initially funded with $300K through the D.C. Bar Foundation and the D.C.
City Council.
In 2017, the city introduced a bill to provide the right to counsel in civil cases wherever human
needs, including housing, healthcare, safety, and liberty, are at stake. $4.5M was approved to fund
this bill, with $600K to be awarded throughout 2017 to legal organizations that provide representation to low
income D.C. tenants in eviction proceedings.
This bill is anticipated to equalize the current power imbalance and provide tenants with better access to legal
resources.
Source: “The Movement to Secure Right to Counsel in Housing”, Pro Bono Institute, NextCity
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Tenants’ Rights | Just Cause Eviction

IMPACTS

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES

CONTEXT

Advocate for enabling legislation to support just cause evictions and to make
other changes to the state’s eviction process.
Just cause eviction protections prevent landlords from evicting tenants for reasons outside of a
set of allowable grounds, such as nonpayment of rent or intentional damage to a home. This process
would deter or prevent unjust or baseless evictions. Currently, state law prevents Charlottesville from
requiring just cause for evictions.
The City of Charlottesville should advocate at the state level for local jurisdictions to have the
option of implementing just cause eviction protections. If the City pursues a just cause eviction policy
in the future, it should create a clear list of allowable grounds for eviction and establish a procedure for
landlords to demonstrate “just cause”. In the interim, the City can require just cause eviction stipulations for
residential developments that receive city funding.

A citywide just cause eviction policy would support housing stability by protecting residents from
unwarranted evictions. This can improve long-term outcomes for families by limiting the disruptions and
challenges that can arise from an eviction.
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IMPLEMENTATION

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Tenants’ Rights | Just Cause Eviction
Racial Equity Weak tenants’ rights provisions in Virginia are a direct legacy of policies that disenfranchised Black residents and prevented Black

homeownership. Improving tenants’ rights where possible is therefore necessary to support racial equity. To ensure the impacts of this program
enhance racial equity, the City should monitor the impacts of this program and disaggregate data by race. Partnering with nonprofits to conduct
outreach and educate renters about their rights is one potential way to ensure that renters of all races benefit from the same eviction protections.

Regional Collaboration The City should collaborate with regional partners and other cities in Virginia on its state-level advocacy efforts.
Comprehensive Approach State-level advocacy is an important part of a comprehensive approach as it will allow the City to expand its toolbox,

particularly in tenants’ rights where the City’s authority is limited.
Lead and Partners
City of Charlottesville
Legal Aid Justice Center

Action Steps
1. Working with regional and statewide partners, the City will advocate for state enabling legislation to support just cause eviction as part of an
overall tenants’ rights advocacy effort.
Timeframe
Near Term (within 18 months)
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Tenants’ Rights | Rent Control

CONTEXT

Rent control places stipulations on how much a landlord can raise rent when an occupant’s lease
comes up for renewal. State law currently prevents the implementation of rent controls. Between 2010 and
2018, the compound annual growth rate for real median rents in Charlottesville was 2.8%, but in some parts
of the city it was as high as 4.1%.

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES

The City of Charlottesville should advocate at the state level for enabling legislation giving local
jurisdictions the option of adopting rent control, along with advocating for other tenants’ rights.
Local rent control programs must be carefully designed to prevent disinvestment in housing supply and to
serve populations most in need of rent protections. Example models include capping annual rent growth at 3
to 5 percent for buildings past a certain age, to prevent the loss of affordability in older rental housing.

IMPACTS

Advocate for enabling legislation to enact rent control in Charlottesville.

While rent control is a politically contentious tool with potential downsides, it is also a mechanism that
directly and tangibly protects residents from excessive price inflation and displacement,
particularly in areas of opportunity facing market pressures that would drive rent increases. Poorly designed
rent regulation can harm affordability by limiting development and constrained supply. While well designed
rent regulations can provide a critical level of predictability about housing cost that increases affordability
and stability.

Source: U.S. Census 2010 - 2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Tenants’ Rights | Rent Control

IMPLEMENTATION

GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

Racial Equity Weak tenants’ rights provisions in Virginia are a direct legacy of policies that disenfranchised Black residents and prevented Black

homeownership. Improving tenants’ rights where possible is therefore necessary to support racial equity. Stabilizing rent will help to limit
displacement due to gentrification.

Regional Collaboration The City should collaborate with regional partners and other cities in Virginia on its state-level advocacy efforts.
Comprehensive Approach State-level advocacy is an important part of a comprehensive approach as it will allow the City to expand its toolbox,
particularly in tenants’ rights where the City’s authority is particularly limited.
Lead and Partners
City of Charlottesville
Other Virginia jurisdictions
State representatives
Action Steps
1. Working with regional and statewide partners, the City will advocate for state enabling legislation to support rent control as part of an overall
tenants’ rights advocacy effort.
Timeframe
Begin advocacy in the near term (within 18 months), aiming for implementation in longer term (within 3 to 5 years)
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Subsidy

Subsidy | Purpose
Public subsidy is necessary to make the development and preservation of homes affordable to lower-income
households feasible. These tools should serve to…
Create tangible and direct impact.
Subsidy tools are the most direct and impactful means of developing or renovating permanently affordable homes. Land use and tenants’ rights tools can
only facilitate this process, and typically cannot spur an adequate amount of new development or affordability preservation.
Subsidy tools also provide diverse ways of delivering monetary assistance directly to community members, such as through emergency rental assistance
and down payment assistance.
Serve the lowest-income households.
The only way to adequately serve households earning below 50 percent of Area Median Income is through housing cost subsidy or augmented income—
land use changes alone cannot drive costs low enough for a home to be affordable to the lowest-income households.
Maximize the benefits of local public funding for the community.
The impacts of public funding should be amplified by using it to leverage state, federal, and private investment. Public funding can also serve the purpose of
holding funding recipients accountable to community goals, such as achieving deep and lasting affordability.
This plan looks at three categories of subsidy:
(1) Project-based rental subsidy tools, which develop and preserve affordable rental homes. These programs are the best way to serve
Charlottesville’s lowest-income residents, and to ensure the long-term affordability of rental housing.
(2) Tenant-based rental subsidy tools, which provide rental assistance directly to tenants. The City cannot easily or quickly address the issue of
low incomes or pursue tenants’ rights tools. Direct rental assistance will immediately help residents pay for housing and build housing stability.
(3) Affordable homeownership subsidy tools, which increase and preserve access to affordable homeownership. These programs serve to
build wealth for low-income families and are crucial to support racial equity by mitigating the racial wealth gap.
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Subsidy | Limitations
Subsidy policies are capital intensive, and they should be layered with other types of tools to be efficient and high
impact. Subsidies….
Require increases in taxes or diverts funding to pay.
Because funding sources are finite, increasing spending on housing will necessarily entail either an overall increase in the pool of public funding (through
increased taxes) or a shift in the allocation of public funding (which would require reducing funding for another area of public expenditure). Both
approaches can be politically contentious.
Require an approach and practice of efficient and accountable deployment.
The proper stewardship of public funding is important to maximize the impact of spending, and this requires both technical capacity and procedural clarity
and rigor, such as when underwriting and comparing development deals. Charlottesville requires an approach and the capacity to rapidly, transparently,
and responsibly distribute a high volume of subsidy.
Require large amounts of capital from governments or philanthropies.
To deliver meaningful impact, subsidy tools typically require a substantial amount of funding from the public sector and philanthropies, who face
competing priorities for a limited amount of funding.
Do not address the fundamental issues of low incomes.
Subsidy tools that lower the cost of housing or supplement tenant incomes represent only part of the solution to ensuring affordable housing. Household
incomes are just as important, driven by factors such as economic opportunity and mobility, living wages, and the cost of other necessities such as
transportation, healthcare, and childcare.
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Subsidy | Recommendations
Charlottesville should focus and align subsidy programs with community-defined priorities and make
changes to increase the impact of public spending.
In particular, the City should implement the following recommended changes to its subsidy tools:
Project-Based Rental Subsidy | Develop and preserve affordable rental homes. These programs are the best way to serve the lowest-income
residents, and to ensure the long-term affordability of rental housing.
Low-Income Housing Tax Credits Development
(LIHTC) Gap Loans

Support the development of new affordable rental housing by providing gap financing (low
interest loans and grants) to help fund development costs.

Public Housing Redevelopment

Set parameters for level and timing of funding that can be made available to Charlottesville
Redevelopment and Housing Authority (CRHA) to modernize all public housing.

Acquisition Fund

Dedicate funding to support the preservation of existing affordable housing in Charlottesville.

Land Bank

Establish a land bank that provides land equity to develop affordable housing.

Tenant-Based Rental Subsidy | Provide rental assistance to tenants. The City cannot easily or quickly address the issue of low incomes or pursue
tenants’ rights tools. Direct rental assistance will immediately help residents pay for housing and build housing stability.
Tenant-Based Vouchers

Continue the provision and use of tenant subsidies for rental housing in all parts of the city.

Emergency Rental Assistance

Establish a permanent eviction prevention fund to provide emergency rental assistance to
lower income households in crisis.
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Subsidy | Recommendations
Affordable Homeownership Subsidy | Increase and preserve access to affordable homeownership. These programs serve to build wealth for
low-income families and are crucial to support racial equity by mitigating the racial wealth gap.
Down Payment Assistance

Revise Charlottesville’s existing down payment assistance program to provide a
greater level of assistance and serve a larger number of households.

Employer-Assisted Down Payment Assistance

Encourage and work with major regional employers, like UVA, to develop employerfunded Down Payment Assistance programs as a benefit for employees.

Section 8 Voucher to Homeownership

Encourage the Charlottesville Redevelopment and Housing Authority (CRHA) to create
the option of and access to homeownership for Section 8 Voucher users.

Local Mortgage Pool with Individual Development Accounts

Partner with lenders
homeownership.

Single-Family and Soft Density Infill Development

Partner with developers to build and renovate affordable single-family and “soft
density” housing in existing neighborhoods.

Owner-Occupied Rehabilitation Assistance

Support and preserve homeownership by providing assistance to income-qualified
owners to make necessary home repairs.

Property Tax Relief

Continue the provision of property tax relief to low- and moderate-income
homeowners.

and

nonprofits

to

help

homeowners

succeed

at

The remainder of this chapter provides additional detail on recommended policy changes, as well as the implementation needs and anticipated impacts of
these changes, and examples of how other communities have used similar tools to support housing affordability.
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Project-Based Rental Subsidy Tools
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Subsidy | Low-Income Housing Tax Credits Development Gap Loans

IMPACTS

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

CONTEXT

Support the development of new affordable rental housing by providing gap
financing (low interest loans and grants) to help fund development costs.
Charlottesville has supported Low-Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) production in recent years,
with a total of 480 homes in the past three years, and an average local subsidy of $55,000 per home.
This is on the higher end of local subsidy required per home typically seen in comparable communities, which
may be the result of many factors such as local development costs. Funding awards have been made on a
project-by-project basis through an ad hoc process. Recent LIHTC development has been undertaken by both
CRHA and nonprofit developers.

The Low-Income Housing Tax Credit
Program is a federal program that
provides a dollar-for-dollar tax credit
to support the development of
affordable rental housing. There are
two general types of credits that can
be awarded, 9% credits and 4%
The City should make funds available annually through a competitive process to provide gap credits. 9% credits are higher value
financing for LIHTC, with a target of funding at least one 9% LIHTC project per year.
credits
that
cover
a
greater
percentage
of
projects’
development
•
Establish a transparent and competitive process for reviewing applications to increase the efficiency of
the use of public funds (e.g. decreasing the average subsidy per home) and to meet policy targets (e.g. costs. Almost all LIHTC projects in
Charlottesville in the last two decades
producing more 30% AMI homes than are required by the Qualified Allocation Plan, or QAP).
have used 9% credits.
•
Include provisions within LIHTC projects to strengthen tenants’ rights, such as by ensuring tenants’ rights
to organize and implementing just cause eviction protections.
•

Strategically provide funding and other support for regional applications for tax credits, especially within
the urban ring, to serve low-income workers who commute into Charlottesville.

•

Negotiate extended affordability periods for projects, moving toward permanent (99-year) affordability.

LIHTC remains the primary means of creating new affordable homes and replacing affordable homes
that risk obsolescence. Supporting LIHTC development in and around Charlottesville will reduce the housing
gap within the urban ring. Dedicating $3M a year to LIHTC over ten years would support the creation of 750
homes.
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GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

Subsidy | Low-Income Housing Tax Credits Development Gap Loans
Racial Equity The City should establish scoring criteria for gap financing that ensure funds are used to support racial equity goals, such as reducing
racial and economic segregation while mitigating displacement pressures.

Regional Collaboration Targeting LIHTC support to best-in-class projects within the region will help maximize the impact of the program and create
more affordable homes across the Charlottesville area.

Comprehensive Approach By directly creating affordable homes, LIHTC is a cornerstone to a comprehensive approach.

IMPLEMENTATION

Lead and Partners
LIHTC Developers
Charlottesville Redevelopment and Housing Authority (CRHA)
CAHF Committee
Housing Staff
Action Steps
1. The City will design a new process for reviewing LIHTC applications and making award decisions and communicate selection criteria to developers.
2. The City will allocate funding in accordance with CAHF Committee recommendations, issue an RFP or other solicitation, review funding requests
and make award decisions based on set criteria.
Timeframe
Near Term (within 18 months)
Funding Needs
$35K to $50K per home
To decrease costs per home, Charlottesville will need to set a competitive and rigorous underwriting process for projects, and look to development in
areas with lower costs, such as in the urban ring.
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Subsidy | Low-Income Housing Tax Credits Development Gap Loans
Almost all LIHTC projects in Charlottesville in the last two decades have used 9% credits. Some amount of public funding is typically required.
Recent Charlottesville LIHTC development funding sources:

$8.0 M

$5.5 M

$0.1 M

$0.5 M

$3.4 M
$7.8 M

South First Phase 2

$1.4 M

$1.0 M
$2.8 M

$2.0 M

$14.1 M

$1.4 M

$5.9 M

$2.4 M

$2.3 M

$9.2 M

$3.8 M

$6.4 M

South First Street Phase 1
LIHTC Equity

$7.5 M

$14.5 M

Crescent Halls

Friendship Court

Primary Permanent Loan

Note

$6.1 M

$4.8 M

Carlton Views 3

Carlton Views 2

Local Gap Funding

Sources: VHDA, HR&A Advisors.
Note: Based on expiring for-profit and profit motivated expiring subsidy in census tracts with median rent income greater than $900/mo.
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Subsidy | Public Housing Redevelopment

CONTEXT

The City is providing funding to the CRHA for the redevelopment of South First Street and Crescent
Halls. The City is committed to working with the CRHA on its efforts to modernize all public housing in
Charlottesville while preserving affordability, though what future phases of work will entail is currently
unclear.

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES

The City and CRHA should establish a memorandum of understanding, or similar agreement, that
describes how they will work together toward reinvestment and modernization of all public
housing In Charlottesville. To support a reinvestment strategy, the CRHA should prepare a program
describing the scale of redevelopment, anticipated budget including sources and uses with timeline, and work
with the City staff and CAHF Committee to plan for future funding allocations. This may include using City
funds to support the development and redevelopment of CRHA homes that serve households earning 30%
AMI or lower. This funding support will be provided through the CAHF.

IMPACTS

Set parameters for level and timing of funding that can be made available to Charlottesville
Redevelopment and Housing Authority (CRHA) to modernize all public housing.

Reinvestment in public housing is a complex process that requires many years to plan and execute. An
agreement on the principles and approach governing the reinvestment process, and expected
financial commitments, will provide a foundation to ensure the City and the CRHA remain
committed to working together over decades as leadership and priorities change. Public housing is one of
the primary ways to provide rental homes affordable to households earning 30% AMI or lower. City
commitments to support CHRA’s redevelopment will help preserve and expand the availability of rental
homes for Charlottesville’s lowest-income residents.
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Subsidy | Public Housing Redevelopment
GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

Racial Equity It is necessary that the city continue to fully invest in the quality and longevity of housing to serve extremely low-income residents within
public housing, who are disproportionately non-white due to historical barriers to equity and wealth-building.

Regional Collaboration CRHA is a crucial partner for the City in the provision of affordable housing. A clear partnership agreement will help the City

plan for its affordable housing investments with CRHA and other partners.

Comprehensive Approach Public housing is crucial to a comprehensive approach in that it targets and serves the lowest income households in a

IMPLEMENTATION

highly tangible way: providing low-cost permanently affordable housing.

Lead and Partners
City Manager and Council
CRHA
CAHF Committee
Action Steps
1. The City and the CAHF committee will establish goals to be achieved through funding support for CRHA redevelopment
2. The City will make annual funding commitments in accordance with CAHF committee guidance
Timeframe
Immediate (within 1 year)
Funding Needs
Significant, exact amount to be determined through conversations with CRHA
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Subsidy | Acquisition Fund

CONTEXT

The City should support the development of an acquisition fund to provide permanent,
long-term financing for older, market-rate properties to make modest repairs and
maintain their affordability. The success of a preservation program depends on attracting lowcost private financing to leverage public funding, and identifying development partners who are
interested and capable of executing a preservation development model, such as the CRHA. Most
developers, both for-profit and nonprofit, are dependent on developer fees or the sale of a
property to generate revenue. Preservation projects generally are not sold and come with small or
no developer fees making them unworkable for many developers.

IMPACTS

Crucial to maintaining an affordable housing inventory is preserving the affordability of
existing unregulated low-rent housing, often referred to as naturally occurring
affordable housing (NOAH). Particularly in markets with constrained supply, low-rent marketrate housing often sees the highest rates of rent growth. In Charlottesville, there are an estimated
2,260 homes of low-rent homes (renting for below $1250), and the city is at risk of losing 644 LIHTC
homes in the following decade as they reach the end of their compliance periods.

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES

Dedicate funding to support the preservation of existing affordable housing in
Charlottesville.

Preserving affordable homes is a cost-effective and necessary means of preventing
displacement and ensuring the long-term housing stability of low-income renters. The
cost to preserve an existing affordable home is far lower than the cost to develop new affordable
housing. Moreover, opportunities for new development in Charlottesville are limited, making
preservation more important.
Using the acquisition fund to make investments into building energy retrofits, such as
weatherization and appliance efficiency, can further improve affordability by also reducing energy
and utility costs.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Acquisition funds replace the equity of profitmotivated ownership with public and
mission-based capital that does not require
the same rate of rent growth. These funds
help to achieve the following:
Lower relative costs: Acquisition costs for
NOAH homes is typically 25-30% less than new
construction.
Optimize location: Acquisition of existing
buildings allows administrators to site affordable
housing near major transit lines and
employment centers where land is scarce.
Prevent
displacement:
This
approach
maintains residential stability and does not
require any demolition of homes for new
construction.
Target workers: Administrators can stabilize
housing for middle-income residents which are
not often served by affordable housing
developers.
Speed: Acquiring a multifamily building and
ensuring its affordability is much faster than
building new homes, but it does not increase
housing supply.
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Subsidy | Acquisition Fund
Dedicate funding to support the preservation of existing affordable housing in
Charlottesville.
GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

Racial Equity Preservation efforts should be focused in neighborhoods with high BIPOC populations that are facing gentrification or displacement

pressures.

Regional Collaboration Developers and investors across the region could participate in collaborating with the City to capitalize and make use of an

acquisition fund.

Comprehensive Approach An acquisition fund supplements new development by ensuring that both subsidized and market-rate affordable homes
remain low-rent even as market rents increase.

IMPLEMENTATION

Lead and Partners
Housing Staff
CRHA or other partner
CAHF Committee
Action Steps
1. Pending CAHF Committee recommendation, the City will identify funding for an acquisition fund and issue an RFP for a fund administrator (CDFI,
housing authority, or similar entity).
2. The City will enter into an agreement with an administrator.
Timeframe
Longer Term (within 3 to 5 years)
Funding Needs
Approximately $20,000 per home
For an acquisition fund:
Fund appropriation: $2.5M of public and philanthropic capital could be enough to leverage a self-sustaining $15-25M fund (at a 3:1 leverage ratio)
Operating expenses: A smaller fund may need public-sector operating subsidy at a rate of ~1.5% - 2% of assets under management ($200K/year for a
$10M fund)
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Subsidy | Acquisition Fund
Case Study | King County Housing Authority
KCHA has outsourced the management of its NOAH buildings to experts, lowering the administrative burden and reducing ongoing costs.
Life Cycle of A NOAH Acquisition

Property Identification

Property Selection Criteria


Proximity to existing or
future rapid transit or light
rail



Built in 1970s and 1980s



60+ unit properties

Deal Closing

Broker and property owner
relationships
• KCHA has earned a reputation
as a good buyer
• Brokers cold call property
owners when KCHA identifies a
desired property
• Brokers call KCHA upon
learning about a property of
potential interest

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Operations

Long-Term Asset Management

Property Management

Portfolio Management:

• Properties managed by private
fee managers who ensure the
properties generate the cash flow
needed to service debt

• Restructuring more seasoned
properties to refinance into
pools

• KCHA has an internal entity for
asset management that oversees
management expenses, debt
service payments, and IRS
compliance.

• Re-amortizing in order to get
even lower rates on new bond
issuances
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Subsidy | Acquisition Fund
Case Study | King County Housing Authority
As the strong tech economy increased housing demand in greater Seattle, King County Housing Authority (“KCHA”) sought a way to acquire properties atrisk of losing natural affordability and expand the pool of homes which would accept Section 8 vouchers. Through this program, KCHA has acquired 6,000
homes of previously privately-owned multifamily buildings serving moderate-income households.
Since naturally-occurring affordable homes are not deed-restricted, when a building comes to market, KCHA
is competing against institutional investors who see an opportunity to reposition the property and maximize
profits. Over 30 years, KCHA has developed a financing approach that allows it to be nimble:
Bridge Financing: KCHA draws on established lines of credit with conventional lenders to compete at the
speed of the private market, which nonprofits often cannot do. KCHA has developed its liquidity/banking
relationships over the past 30 years, allowing for rapid turnaround.
Permanent Financing: Since the program’s inception, KCHA has paired equity from King County with
municipal bonds and mezzanine debt:

Funding Sources

KCHA Equity

$25M
Microsoft loan
at 1% interest
$60M

King County
low-interest
debt

$20M

• Equity: Typically provided by King County grants and KCHA funds
• Senior debt: Long-term, tax-exempt municipal bonds cover approximately 60% of acquisition costs and are
backed by full faith and credit of KCHA, with credit enhancement from King County. The debt is sized to be
paid off with project revenues.
• Mezzanine debt: KCHA has used a variety of mezz debt lenders to support acquisition, including private
sponsors such as Microsoft which provide low-interest rates to lower required equity contribution from
the County.

Source: King County Housing Authority
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KCHA taxexempt
bonds at 4%
interest
$140M

Funding sources for $245M
acquisition of 1,029 homes in 2019
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Subsidy | Acquisition Fund
Case Study | NOAH Impact Fund, Minneapolis, MN
Bloomington and Brooklyn Center was an expiring tax credit project. When it was on the market, the developer and fund were able to purchase
the building within sixty days and retain affordability. Of the $8 million fund investment, only $2 million came from the public sector, a public subsidy
per unit of $8,400. While preserving affordability is the goal of the Fund, by investing in each property as equity, the Fund is repaid by rents at the property
and has a vested interest in ensuring rents are stable or increase. Unlike properties preserved with the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit, buildings
purchased through the Fund typically do not feature extensive or costly rehabilitations. The affordability restriction on the property targets affordability at
60% AMI, however rents are not set in stone. With Fund approval through an annual business planning process, rents at the property can float up to cover
the costs to operate the property or cover the cost of improvements.
•
•
•
•
•

Homes: 239
Purchase Timeline: 60 days
Affordability: 60% AMI for 15 years with ability to float
Operating Partner: Aeon
Public Subsidy Per Unit: $8,400

Funding Sources
Aeon ($900K)

Private Sources
($6M)

NOAH Impact
Fund ($8M)

Freddie Mac Loan
($18.9M)

Public Sources
($2M)
•

Operating partner purchases building with
10% equity representing 3% of purchase price

•

Paired with Freddie Mac loan product
designed for NOAH preservation featuring
favorable interest rates, LTV, and term.

Source: Minneapolis NOAH Impact Fund
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Subsidy | Land Bank

CONTEXT
RECOMMENDED
CHANGES

The City of Charlottesville should continue to move forward with establishing a land bank entity,
revisiting and exploring workable governance structures based on lessons learned. An existing entity could be
designated to have land banking functions—land banks do not need to be new entities. The new land bank
should be set up to flexibly use and assemble underutilized land, such as to assemble tax-delinquent parcels
for redevelopment, or to hold strategic land to prevent price inflation on the private market, for eventual
development into affordable housing. Regardless of the structure, the land bank should be clearly prohibited
from competing with the CRHA. Though the City does not have significant property for development or
redevelopment, it should contribute available property if land acquisition is not a funding priority.
A land bank could supplement and improve the efficacy of programs such as single-family infill, by providing a
pipeline of development-ready properties for infill, and support the development of affordable housing in
well-located areas of appreciating land value. The impact of a land bank is constrained by the availability of
developable land and lots, which can be limited in more well-developed areas of the city.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

There is not currently an organization engaged in land banking in Charlottesville. The City previously
sought to establish a land bank corporation, but this effort faced obstacles as parties had divergent views on
the land bank’s authority, governance structure, and necessity. The primary benefit of a land bank is the ability
to abate property taxes. The City has limited public land available that could support new development.

IMPACTS

Establish a land bank and provide land equity to develop affordable housing.
A Land Bank is a public or nonprofit
organization that can acquire and
hold tax-exempt property. They are
sometimes
involved
with
the
development of property, selling or
transferring land to developers or
developing it to support public goals
such as the provision of affordable
housing. A land bank may acquire
and hold both undeveloped land
(which
may
be
limited
in
Charlottesville) and parcels for
redevelopment, including infill land in
neighborhoods.

Racial Equity Properly implemented, a land bank could help to close the racial homeownership gap in
Charlottesville by reducing barriers to homeownership for BIPOC residents.
Regional Collaboration To extend potential impacts within the region, the land banking entity could have a
regional scope of authority.

Comprehensive Approach A land bank would complement new land use policies that expand the amount of

land eligible for denser residential development and supplement other subsidy tools by reducing land costs
for new development.
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Subsidy | Land Bank

IMPLEMENTATION

Lead and Partners
Housing Staff
Nonprofit partners
Action Steps
1. The reformed HAC will make recommendations around the format and governance of a land banking entity.
2. The City will determine how to administer the land bank, e.g. whether internally or through a third party.
Timeframe
Longer Term (within 3 to 5 years)
Funding Needs
No direct funding is required, but the land bank will have the ability to abate property taxes which will impact the
City’s fiscal position.
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Tenant-Based Rental Subsidy Tools
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Subsidy | Tenant-Based Vouchers (TBV)

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

CONTEXT

Expand the provision and use of tenant subsidies for rental housing in all parts of
the city.
Vouchers are an essential means of making housing affordable to extremely low-income
households. There are two TBV programs in Charlottesville, both administered by the CRHA. The city-funded
CSRAP supports 100 households, of whom at least 15 must be homeless, and at least 40 enrolled in a selfsufficiency program. The remainder of CSRAP subsidies can be provided to individuals eligible for the
federally-funded Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) program, which serves 300+ households in the city.
The Charlottesville Landlord Risk Reduction Fund (CLRRF) is a proposed program meant to complement and
facilitate the City’s voucher program. The program would incentivize landlords to accept vouchers, thereby
increasing housing choices for voucher holders, by providing funding to cover security deposits, missed
payments, damages, and other perceived “risks” that may lead landlords to be reluctant to accept vouchers.

Tenant
Based
Vouchers
(TBV)
increase affordable housing options
for
low-income
families
by
subsidizing rental payments. Tenants
pay 30 percent of their income
toward rent, and the voucher pays
the remaining difference up to a
predetermined standard for market
rents.

The City of Charlottesville must first ensure the impacts of its existing funding appropriations for
TBV by increasing uptake citywide. The City should mandate the acceptance of vouchers for any property
receiving City funding. Broader source of income protections should also be enforced: in March 2020, Virginia
added “source of income” protections to its fair housing laws through House Bill 6, but the on-the-ground
efficacy of this law has yet to be proven. Ongoing initiatives to increase voucher acceptance, such as the
Landlord Risk Fund, should be simplified to maximize landlord participation and adoption.
Though the City’s budget process poses a barrier to expanding CSRAP, it should identify ways to expand
the program not just to support emergency rehousing but also to reduce cost burden for extremely
low-income households. The City should make a longer-term commitment to fund additional vouchers.
The City should also support a lease to ownership program through vouchers, to support long-term
wealth-building. This program can be layered with other homeownership entry programs such as the DPA
program and single-family infill development.
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IMPACTS

Subsidy | Tenant-Based Vouchers (TBV)
An effective TBV program contributes to economic mobility by helping extremely low-income
households afford housing, and helps households experiencing homelessness to maintain or establish
housing stability, reducing strain on emergency resources including shelters.

GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

Racial Equity The City and CRHA should identify and address any barriers BIPOC households may face in

accessing vouchers and work to eliminate them. The City should track impacts data disaggregated by race.

Regional Collaboration Vouchers should continue to be provided to people who either live or work in

Charlottesville, allowing commuters to seek housing outside of city limits with vouchers.

Comprehensive Approach Vouchers serve extremely low-income households (30% AMI) and are an important
complement to other renter subsidy programs that are more targeted to 60% AMI households.

IMPLEMENTATION

Lead and Partners
CRHA
Housing Staff
CAHF Committee, HAC
Action Steps
1. The City will simplify and implement the proposed Landlord Risk Reduction Fund and conduct outreach to
encourage participation.
2. The City will work with CRHA to streamline administrative processes and grow capacity as needed to
implement voucher programs.
3. Pending input from CRHA, the HAC and the CAHF Committee, the City will identify ways to expand CSRAP
to serve more households and reduce cost burden.
Timeframe
Immediate (ongoing)
Funding Needs
Approximately $9,000 per voucher annually
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Subsidy | Emergency Rental Assistance

CONTEXT

COVID-19 has increased the risk of eviction for low- and moderate-income households nationwide.
Charlottesville is in the process of designing a COVID-19 response and recovery program. In 2020, the City
received Community Development Block Grant Coronavirus (CDBG-CV) funding, as well as CARES funding, to
support disaster recovery programs related to the prevention of, preparation for, and response to the COVID19 pandemic. The program makes payments directly to landlords, and requires landlords to match the
funding through forgiven rent or an extended payment plan. Pre-COVID, Charlottesville also provided some
other emergency rental services through its community resource hotline and Housing Opportunities for
People with AIDS/HIV program.

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES

The City of Charlottesville should set up a permanent emergency relief program with clear budget
appropriations, layering in both resident-facing services that exist through the community resource hotline
and landlord-facing mediation as built in through the COVID recovery program. The City should work with
Albemarle County, TJPDC, and other regional partners to extend similar benefits regionally and coordinate the
provision of services.

IMPACTS

Establish a permanent eviction prevention fund to provide emergency rental
assistance to lower income households in crisis.

A permanent emergency rental assistance fund recognizes the reality that low-income households
face emergency situations and housing instability on a regular basis, even outside of a pandemic. A
clear regional protocol for emergency rental assistance, as established through the COVID recovery process,
will help both beneficiaries and landlords navigate rental assistance programs.

GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

Racial Equity The emergency rental assistance program should be structured to ensure there are not barriers
to access by BIPOC renters.

Regional Collaboration The COVID response has set a precedent for regional collaboration in disseminating
emergency rental assistance and standardizing practices—this should continue in the future.

Comprehensive Approach Emergency rental assistance should be coupled with strengthened tenants’ rights
to address systemic challenges to housing instability.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Subsidy | Emergency Rental Assistance
Lead and Partners
Regional Partners
Housing Staff
Nonprofit Partners
Action Steps
1. Convene a regional taskforce to coordinate emergency housing assistance and COVID-19 Response.
2. Through a competitive process, identify nonprofit partners to implement emergency housing programs.
3. Over time, formalize programs and develop tools for future emergency response.
Timeframe
Near Term (within 18 months)
Funding Needs
Approximately $800 per household per month
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Subsidy | Emergency Rental Assistance
Landlord Cost-Sharing
The City of Charlottesville alone cannot meet the full financial need of households facing displacement, and landlords should share in the cost. An
emergency rental assistance program should be designed such that landlords are required to forgive a portion of back rent, receiving a partial—not full—
repayment of funds through local subsidy.

How to Meet Need for Rent

Example Impact of
25% Landlord Rent Forgiveness
$200
Rent forgiven
by landlord

Resident Funds
(income, benefits, savings)

+

Rent

Public Funds

(vouchers,
emergency assistance)

+

Landlord Funds
(foregone profit)

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

$800
rental
assistance
required

$600
Assistance from
public subsidy

Potential impact of
$1M in public subsidy,
assuming households
receive assistance for
six months:
Without
With
forgiveness:
forgiveness:
208
278
households
households
Impact: 33% more
households are served with
the same amount of public
funding when 25% of rent is
forgiven by landlord
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Affordable Homeownership Subsidy Tools
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Subsidy | Importance of Homeownership
Homeownership remains an important wealth-building tool for households in the U.S.
Homeownership enables families to save for retirement, college, or to start a business. When homeownership is unaffordable and ownership rates lower,
households struggle to prosper.
•

In general, across the U.S., homeowners are much wealthier than non-homeowner households even within the same income band.

•

In Charlottesville, there is a significant disparity in Black and white homeownership rates.
Median Home Value, 2018

Average Household Net Worth for Homeowner vs. Non-Homeowner
Households by Income Band, U.S., 2016

Household Assets

Homeowner

Non-Homeowner

$500,000
$450,000
$400,000
$350,000
$300,000
$250,000
$200,000
$150,000
$100,000
$50,000
$0

$345,961

$193,920

in Majority white
Census Block Groups

in Majority Black
Census Block Groups

Homeownership Rate by Income Band by Race in the
Charlottesville Region, 2018
White

15%
0 to 19%

20 to 39%

40 to 59%

60 to 79%

$0 to 25K

26%

$25 to 50K

80%

66%

57%

53%

37%

Black

34%

$50 to 75K

62%

42%

$75 to $100K Over $100K

Income Percentile
Sources: Federal Reserve Survey of Consumer Finances, 2016; U.S. Census 2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates;
2014-2018 Public Use Micro-Survey (PUMS) 5-Year Data for the Public Use Microdata Area containing Charlottesville
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Subsidy | Down Payment Assistance

CONTEXT

Revise Charlottesville’s existing down payment assistance (DPA) program to provide a
greater level of assistance and serve a larger number of households.
Several local nonprofit organizations, such as the Piedmont Housing Alliance, administer a
Down Payment Loan Program for households whose income is below 80% AMI, and provide
housing counseling to support new homebuyers. In the past three years, the City has supported
roughly ten home purchases per year with down payment assistance, at an average of $27,000 per loan,
or roughly 15% of the home purchase price. Dedicated DPA funding currently comes from state and
federal sources.
The high cost of housing is a major barrier to the impact of down payment assistance. In the City of
Charlottesville, the median home price is over $350K (for which a 20% down payment would be $70K).
Applicants are also limited by requirements around income levels, credit worthiness, and other metrics
of financial readiness. Existing programs including Habitat for Humanity and the Thomas Jefferson
Community Land Trust (TJCLT) complement and support down payment assistance by developing
affordable single-family homes for purchase in Charlottesville, but this pipeline is limited.

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

Homebuyer counseling helps prospective
first-time homebuyers with planning for
the full costs of homeownership, including
insurance and maintenance, to ensure
that households are financially prepared
for homeownership.
Right to First Offer

The City of Charlottesville should make the following changes to increase DPA capacity:
• Allow for higher levels of assistance, up to 20% of the median sales price of a home in the City, to be
updated annually. This will enable more households to afford homeownership, by reducing the
upfront costs of homeownership and eliminating the need to pay for mortgage insurance.
• Provide DPA in the form of loans with 0% interest and no payments. In order to preserve the home’s
affordability over the long term, this loan will not be forgivable unless the household’s income is
under 30% of AMI, in which case the loan will be forgiven on a pro rata basis over ten years. If the
household earns over 30% AMI the loan can be passed to the new owner if the new owner earns
below 80% AMI. If the home is sold to a household earning above 80% AMI, the seller must repay the
loan from the proceeds of the sale. Repaid funds will be used to make new loans to income-qualified
homebuyers.
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Down payment assistance (DPA) reduces
the up-front costs of homeownership by
providing income-qualified households
with a loan or grant to cover a portion of
the down payment and closing costs.

When a home supported through down
payment assistance is put up for sale,
homebuyers at or below 80% AMI should
have a right to first offer for 90 days.
This would allow income-qualified buyers
to compete in a competitive housing
market that favors wealthier buyers with
ready cash. A 90-day period would provide
the time and flexibility to prepare a home
purchase offer.
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(CONT’D)

Subsidy | Down Payment Assistance
• Explore dedicating additional funding to provide homebuyer counseling and asset building assistance to prepare households to qualify for
mortgage financing. These programs should focus on communities who have historically faced discrimination in mortgage lending, to support racial
equity.
• Pursue additional funding from Community Reinvestment Act motivated lenders, mission-minded corporations, institutions, and philanthropies.

IMPLEMENTATION

GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

IMPACTS

• Run a competitive process for nonprofit partners to receive funding to administer this program; multiple aligned programs may be appropriate.
Homeownership remains a key means of building and accessing wealth, and an expanded down payment assistance program will help
moderate-income residents to build stability and wealth. Down payment assistance programs will have the most impact when paired with programs
that expand the availability of moderately priced homes, such as soft density zoning.

Racial Equity A down payment assistance program can mitigate a systemic racial wealth gap. Racial inequities in homeownership both reflect and

result from persistent inequities in intergenerational wealth transfers and access to capital.

Regional Collaboration City-supported down payment assistance may be used for housing options regionally, including in the urban ring, to provide
households a wider range of housing options that are affordable.

Comprehensive Approach Down payment assistance provides an important complement to renter-focused subsidy programs.
Lead and Partners
Housing Staff
Nonprofit partners
Private lenders and funders
CAHF Committee
Action Steps
1. Pending CAHF Committee recommendation, the City will dedicate funding for DPA.
2. The City will select a nonprofit partner through a competitive process to administer the DPA program.
Timeframe
Near Term (within 18 months)
Funding Needs
Up to $50K per household
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Subsidy | Down Payment Assistance
Building Wealth vs. Preserving Affordability
Support for homeownership helps low- and moderate-income households build wealth by accumulating home equity, but DPA does not necessarily
preserve the affordability of the home purchased after the homebuyer sells the house. Charlottesville must weigh the tradeoffs between helping residents
build wealth and making housing affordable over the long-term, which can be achieved through policy design.
Let’s assume the City helps a low-income household purchase $250,000 home with $50,000 in DPA. This would serve a household with an income of
at least $51,000. After the home value appreciates at 2.5% per year for ten years, this owner decides to sell the home for its market value: $320,000. The
diagram below shows how different DPA policy designs would affect the outcomes of this transaction:
EMPHASIS ON
BUILDING WEALTH
Format of DPA:

EMPHASIS ON
PRESERVING AFFORDABILITY

TYPES OF FUNDING ASSISTANCE

Forgivable Loan or Grant

Unforgiven Loan with 0% Interest

Unforgiven Loan with Interest

What that means:

If homebuyer remains in the home for a
minimum period (e.g. 10 years), the down
payment assistance loan is forgiven and
becomes part of the household’s assets.

When homebuyer sells the home, they
repay the down payment assistance out
of sale proceeds. Funds are redirected to
a new homebuyer.

When homebuyer sells the home, they
repay the down payment assistance, with
interest, out of sale proceeds. Funds are
redirected to a new homebuyer.

Original owner’s
equity at sale:

~ $138,000 ($320K sale price minus $22K
sale costs and $160K first mortgage)

~$88,000 (sale price minus sale costs,
first mortgage, and $50K DPA)

~$77,000 (sale price minus sale costs,
first mortgage, and $60K DPA w/ interest)

New owner’s
required income:

$78,000/yr ($0 DPA received)

$68,000/yr ($50K DPA received)

$66,000/yr ($60K DPA received)

A forgivable loan or grant would provide the original owner with the most equity at sale, but the benefit of this public assistance would end with the first
owner, and the income requirements for the next owner would be steeper. Unforgiven loans still provide the original owner with equity from property
value appreciation, though to a lesser extent than a forgivable loan, and the transferred public assistance would help future lower-income homeowners
qualify for homeownership.
Underlying assumptions: 30-year first mortgage with 4.5% interest, 2% interest on second mortgage, 7% sale costs, $4,000 closing costs, 0.85% property tax rate, 1% inflation
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Subsidy | Employer-Assisted Down Payment Assistance

IMPACTS

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES

CONTEXT

Encourage and work with major regional employers, like UVA, to develop employerfunded Down Payment Assistance programs as a benefit for employees.
Large employers—such as universities, hospitals, and private corporations—have an interest in
helping their employees live in safe and affordable housing close to work. The City’s largest
employers include the University of Virginia, UVA Medical Center, Sentara Healthcare, State Farm
Insurance, Wal-Mart, and Food Lion, among others.
The City of Charlottesville should encourage major employers to create employer-assisted
down payment assistance programs. The City should identify large employers with the capacity and
interest to support a down payment assistance program for employees, educate leaders about the costs
and benefits of such a program—for example, improved worker retention and community relations—and
encourage major employers to provide down payment assistance to employees.
An employer-assisted down payment assistance program would expand wealth-building and
housing stability through homeownership for more Charlottesville residents. The program could
potentially match public and private funding, both amplifying the impact of public dollars by leveraging
private contributions and help employers better attract and retain workers.

Case Study | Yale Homebuyer Program
The Yale Homebuyer Program was
established in 1994 to support Yale
employees, including faculty and
permanent staff, with $30,000 to $35,000
in (pre-tax) benefits over ten years, to be
used towards a home purchase.
Participants must commit to owning and
residing in the home for at least two
years from the date of closing, and the
benefit ends when occupancy ends.
Therefore, to receive the full $30,000 to
$35,000, participants must reside in the
home for ten years.
Between 1994 and 2015, the Homebuyer
Program supported 1,134 new
homeowners.

GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

Racial Equity An expanded down payment assistance program can further mitigate a racial wealth gap.

Employer-led programs should seek to proactively serve households to address inequitable access to
homeownership resulting from cost barriers and racial inequities.

Regional Collaboration Employers across the region should participate in securing new employee
homeownership, including in the urban ring.

Comprehensive Approach Down payment assistance complements renter-focused subsidy programs.
Source: Yale University
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IMPLEMENTATION

Subsidy | Employer-Assisted Down Payment Assistance
Lead and Partners
Housing Staff
Large employers
Action Steps
1. The City will work with local employers to encourage the development of employer-assisted down payment assistance programs.
Timeframe
Near Term (within 18 months)
Funding Needs
No local funding
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Subsidy | Section 8 Voucher to Homeownership

IMPACTS

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES

CONTEXT

Encourage CRHA to create the option of and access to homeownership for Section 8
Voucher users.
The Charlottesville Redevelopment and Housing Authority (CRHA) has considered adopting a
Section 8 Voucher to Homeownership Program, which is authorized by HUD. A Voucher to
Homeownership program allows for Section 8 housing vouchers to be used towards monthly mortgage
payments instead of monthly rent, while requiring that participants pay a minimum 3% down payment. This
type of program not only allows low-income voucher holders to access the benefits of homeownership such
as wealth-building and housing stability, but also increases voucher holders’ affordable purchase price by
effectively increasing their income. As of 2017, 10 housing authorities in Virginia offer the program.
The City should encourage the CRHA to create a Section 8 Voucher to Homeownership Program. In
addition to establishing a program per HUD’s HCV Homeownership Regulations, CRHA should:
•

Identify collaborating lenders to support a mortgage product that uses vouchers;

•

Publicize program eligibility and benefits to households using vouchers, and providing participant
households with mandatory homeownership counseling; and

•

Layer program with complementary programs such as city-provided down payment assistance.

A Voucher to Homeownership program would increase access to homeownership for the lowestincome households. By increasing the monthly amount that an assisted homebuyer can pay, such a
program would increase the value of home they can afford. The program would also extend the impact of
complementary homeownership programs such as down payment assistance and single-family infill
programs.
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IMPLEMENTATION

GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

Subsidy | Section 8 Voucher to Homeownership
Racial Equity A Voucher to Homeownership program could help bridge the racial wealth gap for residents at the lowest income levels.
Regional Collaboration Vouchers should be used for home purchases in Charlottesville and within the urban ring.
Comprehensive Approach This program provides residents with the flexibility to user a renter-focused subsidy program to support homeownership

goals.

Lead and Partners
CRHA
Housing Staff
Action Steps
1. CRHA will establish a local Section 8 Voucher to Homeownership Program in line with HUD and Virginia regulations.
2. The City will encourage participants to also apply for down payment assistance, to further impact of voucher subsidy.
Timeframe
Near Term (within 18 months)
Funding Needs
No local funding
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Subsidy | Local Mortgage Pool with Individual Development Accounts

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

CONTEXT

Develop specialty mortgage products and provide supporting services that help lowincome homeowners succeed at homeownership.
Mortgage underwriting standards and practices have greatly restricted access to mortgage
financing since the Financial Crisis, particularly among BIPOC and moderate-income
households. Many of these adjustments to underwriting practices are viewed as an appropriate
response to excessively loose underwriting that contributed to historic foreclosure rates. Unfortunately,
in many instances there has been an overcorrection that reinforces racial disparity in homeownership.
The City of Charlottesville should work with lenders and nonprofits to develop specialty
mortgage products and provide supporting services that better fit the circumstances of BIPOC
as well as moderate- and low-income homeowners. Towards this end, a local loan pool drawing
from motivated banks, credit unions, major employers, philanthropies, and public funding that
originates mortgages that are designed to fit the needs of households who cannot access mortgage
financing currently.
•

Allow for greater flexibility on credit scores, relying on non-traditional demonstrations of credit
ability such as on-time rent payment.

•

Eliminate mortgage insurance, an expensive and ongoing cost that penalizes households with
less family wealth.

•

Lower down payment requirements to a nominal requirement of $3,000 and apply down
payment to an individual development account. This approach increases a homebuyer’s postclosing liquidity, which significantly reduces risk of foreclosure and is a “win-win” for both buyers
and lenders.

•

Provide post-purchase ownership housing counseling, such that if a household needs assistance
(either requests assistance or misses a mortgage payment), a qualified housing counselor is
available to provide advice, and the housing counselor has access to an emergency loan program
or similar to help a household stabilize their finances.
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A mortgage loan pool allows participating
financial institutions and funders to jointly
fund a program that originates mortgages
with favorable terms to help low-income
first-time
homeowners
access
homeownership. Such a program both
expands options and access for these
homeowners, and helps to minimize risk to
banks
who
participate
in
offering
nonconforming mortgages, such as those
with lower down payment requirements and
other flexible guidelines.
An individual development account (IDA)
is a type of savings account designed to help
low-income individuals build assets and
achieve financial stability and long-term selfsufficiency. People use IDAs to save money
to start a business, pay for education, or buy
a home. The JP Morgan Chase Institute
found that reducing the amount of down
payment while increasing the amount of
reserves a household held in the bank to
three months greatly reduced the risk of
foreclosure.
Source:
https://www.jpmorganchase.com/institute/newsevents/institute-prevent-mortgage-default
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IMPACTS

Subsidy | Local Mortgage Pool with Individual Development Accounts
Expanding access to homeownership through a local mortgage pool and individual development
account will increase homeownership among BIPOC and moderate-income households. A welldesigned program should be able to revolve the majority of funds invested, leveraging public and private
funding to increase impact.

GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

Racial Equity This program target and address racial inequities in mortgage lending that have persisted as

a form of financial redlining.

Regional Collaboration This program should be implemented at a regional scale, ideally through a broad
partnership of lenders and funders.

Comprehensive Approach This program expands and supports homeownership by targeting root sources

IMPLEMENTATION

of high costs and inequity.

Lead and Partners
Housing Staff
Nonprofit partners
Local lenders, employers, and regulators
Action Steps
1. Add enhanced services requirement to affordable homeownership loan terms.
2. Establish an action plan (with explicit reporting protocol and detailed services) for mortgage lenders, City
staff, and non-profit partners.
Timeframe
Longer Term (within 3 to 5 years)
Funding Needs
Approximately $14,000 – $16,000 per household served, including enhanced loan servicing, IDA
contributions, and down payment costs

Mortgage Pool Case Study |
Self Help Secondary Mortgage
Market Program
Self-Help is a community development
financial institution that has assisted
people traditionally underserved by
for-profit lenders. One of its programs
is an innovative secondary market
program
formed
through
a
partnership between philanthropy,
private for-profit lenders, and Fannie
Mae. Under this program, commercial
banks provide mortgages with low
down
payments
and
flexible
guidelines to low-income prospective
homebuyers who otherwise cannot
access conventional financing. SelfHelp then purchases these mortgages
from banks and sells them directly to
Fannie Mae, with the promise it will
cover the cost of most defaulted loans,
with the help of philanthropic funding.
In return, banks will commit to
continuing to relend this money to an
equivalent number of low-income
homebuyers.
Source: Self-Help Credit Union
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Subsidy | Local Mortgage Pool with Individual Development Accounts
Enhanced Servicing
Financial literacy and counseling services often end after homebuyers receive their mortgages. Counseling is particularly limited for “credit-ready
clients” who are only required to take HUD’s eight-hour workshop and do not receive personalized, continuous services through a tailored program. This
poses a challenge for many first-time homebuyers, who may not be aware of the heightened maintenance obligations they have as homeowners. These
new homeowners would likely benefit from long-term help as their properties age and the hidden costs of homeownership become challenging.
The City of Charlottesville should work to offer enhanced servicing for its Down Payment Assistance program. If a buyer falls behind on their
payments, their mortgage lender would be allowed to notify the City. The City would then notify the vendor administering DPA, so the vendor could contact
the homeowner to identify issues, provide homeowner support services, and help to prevent foreclosure.
Throughout the country, similar programs have been utilized to help new homeowners navigate the full cycle of the lending process. Successful
strategies include first year follow-up requirements that provide a designated time for households to meet with housing counselors to proactively discuss
any challenges they’ve encountered. This follow-up session is a chance for counselors to advise residents on alternatives to high-risk forms of credit that are
newly available to them as homeowners.

Enhanced
servicing is
written in as a
condition of the
DPA loan.
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DPA recipients
give permission
for their lender
to contact City.

In the case of a
missing or late
payment, the
mortgage lender
alerts City.

City responds
by notifying its
current nonprofit housing
partner.

The housing partner
reaches out to the
DPA recipient and
provides foreclosure
prevention services.
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Subsidy | Single-Family and Soft Density Infill Development

IMPACTS

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

CONTEXT

Partner with developers to build and renovate affordable single-family and “soft
density” housing in existing neighborhoods.
A pipeline of high-quality for-sale affordable housing is important to supporting access to
homeownership. Charlottesville has already partnered with nonprofits including Habitat for Humanity and
the Thomas Jefferson Community Land Trust (TJCLT) to support the development of infill housing in existing
single-family neighborhoods, but the City can create a standard competitive process to provide support
through consistent programs rather than individual projects.
The City should support private and nonprofit developers working on single-family and soft density
infill development and rehabilitation in existing neighborhoods. Public support can include providing
land, regulatory relief, technical assistance, and funding subsidies in the form of land, grants, and low-cost
loans. New homes should be sold at market value to income-qualified homeowners who receive counseling
and down payment assistance. The City should:
•

Create an annual program with a stable stream of funding, where the City awards funding for infill
homeownership on a competitive basis;

•

Expand the eligible geography to include areas in the urban ring; and

•

Implement a shared equity and permanent affordability approach to infill single-family housing.

Homeownership is a primary means of wealth building for American households. By producing a pipeline
of quality affordable homes for new income-qualified homeowners, the City can increase access to
homeownership and help residents build wealth while supporting housing quality in its neighborhoods. By
integrating infill affordable housing within existing neighborhoods, this program would also help create
mixed-income communities of homeowners.
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IMPLEMENTATION

GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

Subsidy | Single-Family and Soft Density Infill Development
Racial Equity This program should be designed intentionally to ensure it supports racial equity and provides homeownership opportunities for BIPOC.
Regional Collaboration To support regional collaboration, the City should identify opportunities to support single-family and soft density infill
development within the urban ring.

Comprehensive Approach Soft density zoning would increase the feasibility of single-family and soft density infill development.
Lead and Partners
Housing Staff
Nonprofit partners
Private developers
CAHF committee
Action Steps
1. The City will evaluate the use of receivership process to bring delinquent or abandoned properties into public ownership.
2. The City will develop criteria for the disposition of these public parcels and release an RFP. The City will also develop criteria and work with the
CAHF committee to identify additional funding to support infill development.
Timeframe
Near Term (within 18 months)
Funding Needs
Approximately $45K per home
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Subsidy | Owner-Occupied Rehabilitation Assistance

IMPACTS

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES

CONTEXT

Support and preserve homeownership by providing assistance to income-qualified
owners to make necessary home repairs.
Nonprofit partners including Albemarle Housing Improvement Program (AHIP) and the Local Energy
Alliance Program (LEAP) administer housing rehabilitations for low-income homeowners in
Charlottesville and Albemarle County. AHIP’s program assembles public and philanthropic capital to make
home repairs for low-income households. Older homes occupied by lower-income households can reach a state
of disrepair that would risk occupant safety, and major upgrades such as roofing and insulation can significantly
benefit owner safety, comfort, and utility costs. AHIP currently targets an average of 20 significant rehabs a year,
at $40K each; 10 energy retrofits, at $5 to 10K each; and 15 emergency repairs, at $3,500 each. LEAP’s program
focuses on weatherization retrofits for low-income households and seniors.
The City should continue to provide funding for owner-occupied rehabilitation (OOR) for low-income
households.
• To allow for improved program capital planning, the City should commit a stable stream of funding on a 3- to 5year schedule, and allocate funds through a competitive, transparent process.
• Support the long-term affordability of properties that receive significant public funding (see right).
• The owner-occupied rehab program should be aligned and paired with the down payment assistance and
shared equity homeownership program.
Continued support for owner-occupied rehab will improve housing quality and safety for homeowners,
while also preventing displacement from homes due to an inability to pay for maintenance or repair. Energy
retrofits can further support affordability by lowering household utility costs, which can be a substantial cost
burden for lower-income households. Committing consistent funding to this program and coordinating its
implementation with other homeownership support programs will increase the impacts of the City’s overall
efforts to create and support affordable homeownership.
Owner-occupied rehab is particularly important to address the needs of elderly residents seeking to
age in place in their homes, and of people living with disabilities who require special accommodations.
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Preserving Affordability
To support the preservation of
affordability, the City should
record a lien against a property
receiving OOR if the value of
repairs exceeds $20,000. The
lien should be equal to 90% of
the cost of the repairs, with a
10% forgiveness to make sure
that the lien does not exceed the
value of the repairs. The lien
should be at 0% interest with no
payments. At the sale of the
house,
income-qualifying
households earning less than
80% should have the right to
first offer for the property. If the
house is sold to them, then the
lien transfers; if the house is sold
to a higher-income owner, it is
due in full through the sale
proceeds. This program feature
will encourage the sale of
properties that have received
public funding to lower-income
homebuyers.
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IMPLEMENTATION

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Subsidy | Owner-Occupied Rehabilitation Assistance
Racial Equity This project should be structured to ensure that BIPOC homeowners do not have barriers to access. This could include working with

community groups in neighborhoods with high BIPOC homeownership to market the program.

Regional Collaboration To support regional collaboration, nonprofit providers should continue to also rehab homes outside of Charlottesville,
especially where doing so is cost-effective.

Comprehensive Approach Helping low- and moderate-income homeowners maintain the quality and safety of their homes is an important

complement to more renter-focused subsidy programs and will help to mitigate displacement pressures that may be created by land use policy
changes. Rehabilitations that involve energy retrofits will further support owner comfort and save on utility costs, while advancing the City’s climate
action goals.

Lead and Partners
Housing Staff
Nonprofit providers
CAHF Committee
Action Steps
1. Pending CAHF Committee recommendation, the City will dedicate funding for OOR.
2. The City will select a nonprofit partner through a competitive process to administer the OOR program.
Timeframe
Near Term (within 18 months)
Funding Needs
Approximately $25K of local funding per retrofit, layered with $10 to 15K of philanthropic funding, for a price of $35 to 40K per retrofit
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Subsidy | Property Tax Relief

IMPACTS

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES

CONTEXT

Expand the provision of property tax relief to income-qualified homeowners.
The City of Charlottesville currently provides several property tax relief programs targeted to lowincome, elderly, and disabled homeowners. The Real Estate Tax Relief (RETR) program provides real
estate tax relief to the elderly and disabled (including veterans). RETR is enabled at the state level but
implemented differently in each locality. The Charlottesville Housing Affordability Program (CHAP) provides
grants to low-income homeowners who do not qualify for RETR, providing grants from $500 to a full
abatement depending on income (up to $55K). In FY20, RETR cost the City $0.6M and CHAP cost $1.4M. The
City has been successful at designing a property tax relief program contingent upon and scaled to income
levels.
The City of Charlottesville should maintain this program, as it is crucial to limiting cost burden for lowincome homeowners living in areas with appreciating property value (typically areas of growing opportunity).
The City should explore opportunities to expand and deepen its aid to lower-income households, such as by
increasing awareness of this program among eligible participants. The City should also conduct a racial equity
assessment of its tax abatement program and identify any potential barriers that BIPOC homeowners may
have to accessing tax abatement. The City should also advocate at the state level for legislation to support an
expanded anti-displacement property tax policy.
A property tax relief program is an important anti-displacement tool. Preserving and even expanding
this program will provide low-income homeowners with the flexibility and means to remain in their homes.
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Subsidy | Property Tax Relief
Racial Equity As noted, the City should identify and address any potential barriers that BIPOC homeowners

may have to accessing tax abatement. This could include working with community groups in neighborhoods
with high BIPOC homeownership to market the programs.

Regional Collaboration The City has limited influence over tax abatement for other taxing jurisdictions but
can and should share lessons learned from the racial equity assessment.
Comprehensive Approach The program addresses homeowner displacement, complementing programs that
prevent displacement of renter households.

IMPLEMENTATION

Lead and Partners
City Council
City Treasurer
Action Steps
1. The City will evaluate the city’s current distribution and impact of property tax relief to determine if a
progressive expansion of property tax relief is needed to serve the most vulnerable homeowners.
2. The City will increase outreach efforts to ensure that all income-qualified homeowners make use of the
program.
Timeframe
Immediate (ongoing)
Funding Needs
Up to $1,500 per household, or approximately $2M annually
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Appendix

Glossary
Term

Definition

BIPOC

Black, Indigenous, and People of Color

By-Right Development

Development allowed under the zoning code without requiring City approval such as a variance or re-zoning

Cost-Burden

Under a standard set by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, a household is considered
cost-burdened when it spends 30% or more of its income on gross housing costs, whether for renter or
ownership housing.

Housing Trust Fund
(HTF)

A locally-designated and controlled fund to pay for affordable housing development and programs.

Infill Development

Development or redevelopment of a vacant or under-used property within an existing developed area.

Loan-to-Value Ratio
(LTV)

The percent of a building’s value, calculated by net operating income divided by capitalization rate, which is
supported by debt

Low-Income Housing
Tax Credit (LIHTC)

A federal program that provides a dollar-for-dollar tax credit to support the development of affordable rental
housing. The LIHTC program distributes federal income tax credits to developers through states’ individual
Housing Finance Agencies (HFA), which determine which projects receive tax credits under their federal
allocation. There are two general types of credits that can be awarded, 9% credits and 4% credits.

Racial Equity

Understanding and giving people what they need to enjoy full, healthy lives, through structural and systemic
change

“Soft Density”

Primarily single-family areas that allow additional housing typologies such as duplexes, triplexes, quadplexes,
townhomes or row houses, and live-work housing - also known as “missing middle” housing

Subsidized Housing

Affordable rental and ownership housing developed and/or operated by non-profit and for-profit developers
using public subsidies.
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Area Median Incomes for Charlottesville
The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) sets income limits that determine eligibility for many subsidized housing programs. The 2020
income limits by household size for Charlottesville are shown below.

Household Size
Percentage of
Area Median
Income (AMI)

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

30%

$19,750

$22,550

$25,350

$28,150

$30,680

$35,160

50%

$32,900

$37,600

$42,300

$46,950

$50,750

$54,500

60%

$39,480

$45,120

$50,760

$56,340

$60,900

$65,400

80%

$52,600

$60,100

$67,600

$75,100

$81,150

$87,150

100%

$65,800

$75,200

$84,600

$93,900

$101,500

$109,000

Source: Virginia Housing – HUD Median Income for Fiscal Year 2020
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Affordable Rents by Income Level in Charlottesville
The 2020 affordable gross rent limits by household size and income level for Charlottesville are shown below.

Household Size
Percentage of
Area Median
Income (AMI)

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

30%

$494

$564

$634

$704

$767

$879

50%

$823

$940

$1,058

$1,174

$1,269

$1,363

60%

$987

$1,128

$1,269

$1,409

$1,523

$1,635

80%

$1,315

$1,503

$1,690

$1,878

$2,029

$2,179

100%

$1,645

$1,880

$2,115

$2,348

$2,538

$2,725

Source: Virginia Housing – HUD Median Income for Fiscal Year 2020
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Land Use | The Urban Ring
The Urban Ring of Albemarle County

Ivy Rd
I-64

Albemarle County
City of Charlottesville
Urban Ring
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Low-Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) Development
Most LIHTC development in recent years has occurred directly within the City of Charlottesville, and not in surrounding Albemarle County.

LIHTC Developments (New and Rehab), 1990 – 2020 Q1

400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
(as of
Q1)
Source: Virginia Housing Development Authority
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Charlottesville

Albemarle
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Public Comments
A draft of the Charlottesville Affordable Housing Plan was available for public comment from November 3 to December 2, 2020. Individuals as well as
organizations in and around Charlottesville provided written comments in response to that draft. Written letters received from organizations in
Charlottesville are appended to the end of this final plan. A summary and compilation of all individual comments received through engagement with the
public can be found here (http://cvilleplanstogether.com/document-media-center/).
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